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ABSTRACT 

It is now recognized that 'new' international 

relations now obtain. The collapse of communism in 

Eastern Europe; the end of the cold war; and .the 

subsequent break-up of the·soviet Union into its · 

constituent Rep,ublics, have led to what is now 

regarded as a 'ne~ world order'. This new global 

dispensàtion. is essentially a unipolar order · 

characterized by the preponderance of the capitalist 

west led.by the United States of America. 

Within the framework of the world-sy~tem 

theory, an attempt is made in this research work to 

discover the impact the new world order is having 

on Africa. 

The central thesis of this study is that, on 

the aggregate, the new wor1d order impedes African 

development due to Africa's peripheral positio~ in 

the world capitalist .system. The new world order 

represents an increased entrenchment of the 

capitalist mode of productio~ globally~ As 

predicted by the world-system theory, it is a. 

continuation of the process of peripheralization 

and underdevelopment of Africa. 
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The study covers th'e period, 1985 to 1992. 

It is important to note, however, that at the time 

of generation of data from World Bank publications 

(in April 1992),· the World Bank report for 1992 

had not yet been published. As a result, World 

.Bank figures usect· in analysis are for the years, 

1 985 to 1 991 • 
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PREFACE 

This study is a response to the need to investi~ate 

the impact the· newly-emerged new world order _is having 

on Africa. The central thesis of the study is that· 

the complex of economic, political, and strategic 

international developments that is the new world·order,· 

· has been impeding Africa's overall development because 

of Africa's peripheral position in the world capitalist 

system. 
-

Chapter one of the study is the introduction and 

it deals with the general introduction, theoretical 

framework, the method of study, among others. 

Chapter two examines .the origins of the new world 

order and alsô.defines the charaoteristics of.the new 

world order • 

. Chapter three revisi ts the concept of development 

to expose Africa's condition of underdevelopment, its 

·cause(s), and i ts dynamics. 

Chapter four-- the core of the research work 

examines the economic, political, and strategic effects 

the new world order has been.having on Africa's 

development. It is shown that the new worl.d ord.er 

has be.en impeding African development. 

Chapter·five is_the concluding chapter in which 

recomme.ndations are advanced with regard to how .the 
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adverse ef:(ects on.Africa·of the new world order· can ... 

be remedied. A path to·African development is 

suggested. 

This study covers the period, 1985 to 1992. It 

is important to note·, 1:lowever,. that at the time of 

generation of data from World B~nk publications (in 

.. April 1992), the World ·Bank- report for 1992 ·had net 

yet beèn published. As.a r_esult,_World Bank figures 

Used in analysis are for_the years, 1985 to 1991. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1e1 General Overview: 

1 

In 1985, citirig what he .called 11 socio-economic 

stagnation, loss of .momenturn and inertian1 in s~viet 

society as reasons, the then soviet leader, Mikhail 

Gorbachev, introduced the twin policies of 'Glasnost' 

( openness) and 'per~st:toika' ( economic reconstruction).· 

{Glasnost' provided for political reforms including the 

guarantee of freedom of expression and of dissent; 

while 'perestroika' provided for economic reforms 

through the introduction of private ownership·of some 

means of production, and other principles of free 

market economy. The economy was decentralised and 

.trade was, to some extent, liberalised. 

The introduction of 'Glasnost' and 1 perestroika 1 

in the th.en soviet· Union· led to reform movements in 

Eastern Europe especially in- early 1989. It inspired . . 

peace moves, multi-party·politicàl systems and libera-

·· lisation of poli tical institut ions worldwide. More 

significantly, it led to the demise or weakening of 

·communist parties in Eastern Europe. Communist parties 

either disappeared (as in.the erstwhile German 

Democratic Republic) or changed names (as in the other 
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co'untries of Eastern Europe) and became Swedish~type 

social d~mocratic parties. 

Communism finally collapsed completely in Eastern 

Europe in September-1989. 

This seemingly abrupt Soviet Switch.from 

a marxist - leninist posture to ideas 

hitherto unthinkable in official (soviet) 

. circles unleashed demands for further 

liberalisation of Soviet institutions, 
( led to) ·nationalist ··••• uprisings wi thin 

the country,_ (led to) the automatic 
collapse of the warsaw mili tary bloc· . , 

the re-unification of the former German 

Democratic Republic anct· Federal Republic 
of Germany, and led to the re-organixation 
of the (erstwhile) communist trading 
black (COMECON) to adapt to ideas of hard 

2 currency tracte based on western models. 

The introduction of 'Glas_nost' and 'perestroika' 

marked the beginning of the end of the cold war. The 

subsequent triumph of liberal political and economic 

principles·as well as the break-up of the societ Union 

· into. fif_teen independent republics have contributed to 

the emergence of the USA as the dominant power .in the 

world today. «tor the first time in over half a 

century, no single great power, or coalition of powers, 

poses a 1 clear and present danger' to the national 
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security of the United States. The end of the cold 

war has left America in the •.• position of being 

without an obvious major adversary.n3 This fact was 

illustrated in· the recent gulf crisis during which the 

USA·mobilised an international war machinery against 

Iraq whiéh had invaded and annexed Kuwait. It was the 

first time in history that the United Nations Security 

Council, with the consent·of the USSR, authorized the · 

use of force against a member country. The USA's 

. preponderance in ·the world today means that it now 

exercises effective control of the United Nations. 

·The new global configuration - essentially .unipblar -

has corne to be characterized as a 1 new world order'; 

nèw, in the sense of being distinct from the old 

bipolaf'. ûrder of the cold war era. Thus, a new 

international reality now exists; we are in a new 

international era. 

1.2 statement of Problem: 

Inevitably, the new global equation demands 

exainination from an African perspective: what impact 

is. the '11ew world order' having on Africa? · Specîfica

lly, what effect is the •new world order' having on 

African development? Is it enhancing or impeding 

African·development? What are the prospects for 
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African development under the new global dispensation? 

The purpose of this study, then, is to provide 1 

answers .to the above questions. 

It is important to note the variables involved in 

the problem stated above. The 'new world order' is 

the independent variable and it refers to a phenomenon · 

whose main features have already be~n outlined in 

section 1.1 above and will be elaborated in chapter 2. 

'African development' is the dependent variable and 

this concept will be elaborated in chapter 3. 

1.3 Significance of the study: 

A critical review of the literature on the •new 

world order' reveals that thè question of the effects 

of the· 'new world order' on· African development has 

yet to be adequately addressed. This study will, 

therefore, fill a research gap. 

The study is also timely: it cornes at a time when 

~irtually all African countries are grappling with 

increased socio-economic and political problems. The 

study will help explain why these problems persist and, 

possibly, profer solutiorts to them. 

The study will also serve to sharpen the defini

tion of the concept of development as well as to 

elucidate the concept 1 s relationship with certain 
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specific policies and phenomena (like regional integra

tion, which will be examined in the context of Afrida 1 s 

attempts at overcoming underdevelopment). 

1.4 Literature Review: 
~7 

/ 

A critical review of existing literature on the 

1new world order' throws more light on the phenomenon 

as regards its impact on Africa. 

As. might bé expected of a global phenomenon that 

is new, most of the literature on the 'new world order' 

concèntrates on articulating the nature of the order. 

There is, as yet, very little in the literature on 

the impact of the new dispensation on Africa. 

There ·is disagreement in the literature as to 

whether the preserit global dispensation even constitutes 

a new .world order.· The view has been expressed by 

some observers that the world is in a transition 

period and that a new international order is still 

evolving~ One such observer is· Boris Pyadyshev who, 

in an International Affairs (Moscow) surnmit discussion, 

decl~red that n1t 1 s really tao early to speak of the 

onset of a new world order. All that we can say is 

that while world politics has undergone deep·changes 

and while the cold war has wound down or, indeed, 

drawn to a close, no new world order can emerge 
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.. overnight. It can only be a ~uestion of approaching 
4 c>r tackling the formation of a new system. 11 Wi th 

regard to ·the general nature of world·order, pyadyshev 

further posits: 

nothin~ could be more unsafe than·to 

speak of a definite, established and 

balanced world·order. No definite 

world order has ever existed, nor can 
one existas a. complete system. 
Everything is in astate of flux. This 

is how matters stand, now as in the 
pa~t. Period follows period but the 
process is dynamic. And this raises 
a very important question about the 

mechanism of shaping an eventual 
.world order.5 

He then·concludes that "the new world order is 
·6 

going to be rather .l'ike a new lack of world order" 

be cause things are, -as yet ·' not properly defined; 

according· to him, the order will be marked by 

confusion and uncertainty. 

This concept of the 'new world order' seems to 

see it as something to be established willfl,llly and 

which will then function according to the dictates .of 

its establishers; or 11 as a quality that may or may not 

obtain in international politics at any one time or 

place, or that may be present to a greater or lesser 
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degree: order as opposed to disorder.117 'World order' 

in the cqntext i t is being used · today · ( in the phras,e, 

.' new world order 1.). is used to denote 'global dispen

sation'; to-.denote nthe totality of relationships 

among states, the international political system as 
. 8 

.a whole.n 

Although pyadyshev 1 s concept of world order will 

not be very useful for the purposes of this study, he 

captures the dynamic nature of the international system· 

when he ·characterizes it as being in astate of flux. 

Speaking in a similar vein, Ma xusheng9 first 

characterizes 'international order' as "a legal 

system enc·ompassing the principles, measures, and 

mechanisms by which international relations are co-
- . . 

ordinated and. common international problems are 

solved.1110 He then traces the neêd for international 

order to the rise. of states and the development of 

contacts a~ong them; although he points out that it 

is only in the modern history of international 

relations that· establishing an international order 

in its·complete sense became a practice. 

His view agrees with that of Pyadyshev that 

international order is not and has never been 

immutable. "Rather, it 1 s been constantly updated in 
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accordance with changes of the pattern of the world's 

balance of strength. 1111 According to him, interhatic;,

nal order ~as been established twice in this centnry: 

firstly, the Versailles system established after the 

first world war; and secondly, the Yalta system esta

blished after the second world war and which has just 

collapsed. He contends that the third international 

order is yet to be· established; that the world is 

still in transition. He also contends that the.new 

wo_rld order will be different from the two previous 

orders in terms of formation, content, and purpose 

because the international situation has changed.. , 

In terms of formation, he notes that the two 

previous orde.rs were conceived during world 11ars and 

finalized under post-war circumstances. He then 
.. 

contends that "without the authoritative force of war 

_playing arole, estabfishing a new internati6nal order 

in a matter of a few years is out of the question.1112 

In respect of content and. _purpose, he notes that 

"international ·order used to be based on hegemony and 

powe~ politics, with a few major powers dominating 

international affairs and imposing their views. on 

nations of the world through international mechanism. 

·History proves that ·the abôve-mentioned order cannot 
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. bring world peace.1113 He insists that the new interna

tional order, to be successful, must have as its 

objectives, the consolidation of world peace and the 

promotion of common development. 

xusheng posits that these objectives wili be 

achieved by. either of two methods: Big-power. domination 

or Common participation. According to him, big-power 

domination has two salient feature~: re~tricting the 

sovereignty qf independent states and placing human 

rights above sovereignty; and taking ideology as the 

dividing line and meddling in the domestic affairs 

bf nations that reject western democracy. 

Under common participation, however, the new world 

order will be built on the principles of peaceful co

existenc~, sovereignty, equality, peace, justice, and 

non-interference in internal affairs of individual 

states. 

Ma Xusheng contends that for now (which he 

characterizes as a transition period) big-power 

domination a~d common participation are playing a 

balancing role in ·settling international issues. 

Thus it can be seen that, like Pyadyshev, xusheng 

sees a 'new world order' as being still in embryo and 

.not yet existento. He, however, acknowledges that 

"the new international order will take effect even 
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be fore a· complete, ·'pure' system is formed.. • thus 

i t might be. said that the new international order is 

actually present in the process of its own formation.1114 

Xusheng's contribution is significant to the 

extent that it constitutes what must be considered 

the communist view of the new-global dispensation 

especially as regards the method of achieving the 

objective.s of consolidation of world peace and 

promotion o.f common development (xusheng advocates 

the me~hod of common participation): Xusheng is_ a 

Deputy Foreign Minister in China's Ministry of Foreign· 

Affairs. 

It is curious, however, that he does not consider 

the Gulf war of 1991 forceful or authoritative enough 

to have brought about a new world order. 

In contrast to Pyadyshev•s and xushertg's view, 

vïtaly Tretyakov15 insists that the new global con

figuration constitutes a new world order. According 

to him,· 11 even if it's no order, it is something new.1116 

He outlines four-factors.to support his contention, 

viz: 

1-. The co:1lapse of the Soviet communist bloc .• 

2. New subjects of foreign policy. are appearing 

(for instance, new republics have emerged in 
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Yugoslavia. If he was writing after the break-up 

of the former soviet Union, he would have added, 

new former Soviet republics). 

3. International relations are taking new forms in 

certain regions. For instance, in the erstwhile 

US.SR. and easteTn Europe which have opened their 

mar.kets to foreign investments. 

4. The· unifying of national interests; the increasing 

congruence of national interests as a result of 
. 17 

the collapse of the soviet bloc · •. 

Of course, it is doubtful if there has been any 

'unifying of national interests' but Tretyakov-'s 

contribution is useful because it highlights some of 

the characteristics of the new international dispensa

tion. His contribution .also highlights the need to 

read 'order' as the way things are in relation·to one 

another, rather than as a condition in which everything 
. . 

is carefully arranged and is in working condition. 

Writing ·before·the disintegration of the Soviet 

Union, Ken Jowitt18 describes the collapse of 

. communism in eastern Europe as the most signif.icant 

event in the ne~ global. dispensation; infact, as being 

responsible for the new global ~ispensation. This 

event he describes as a 'leninist extinction'. 

According to him, 
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the 'leninist extinction' has radicàlly 
altered the geopolitical frame of refe

rence that countries throughout the world 

have long used to bound and define 
themselves. 

The third world, for instance, .has 
bounded and defined itself since· its 

beginning.at the Bandung Conference of 

1955 by distinguis~ing itself from the 
West on the one hand and the leninist 
world ~n the other.1119 

He contends that the capacity of ·the non-aligned 

states (of which virtually all African states are part) 

to obtain 'devel·opment assistance' was dependent upon 

the ~onflict between 'the other two worlds' .the one led 

by the United States, the other led by the then soviet 

Union. He further contends that "now the bipolar 

· alignment with reference to which the nonaligned states 

of the.third world defined themselves has disappeared, 1120 

the capacity of the third world.states (and by 

implication, of African states) to secure 'development 

assistance' has been reduced. 

Jowitt posits that the new world order is a 

. similar situation to the one described in the Book of 

Genesis. of the Holy Bible whereby the major impe~atives 

Yahweh was faced wi_ t;h were 'naming and bounding·1 
• 

Similarly, the major imperatives of the new world 
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order are naming and bounding. According to Jowitt, 

,this 'genesis environment 1 could lead to new ways of 

life or new ideologies. Jowitt concludes that, 

the emerging international environment's 

primary characteristic will be turbu-· 

lence of an order not seen during the 

cold wa_r. In this new· world, leaders 

will matter more than ins~itutions, 

charisma more than political economy. 

It is precisely at such times - when 

existing boundaries and identities, 

international and national, institu

tional and psychological, are 

challenged - that charismatic leaders 

offer themselves as sources of 
. t . t d . 21 cer ain y an promise. 

Jowitt provides a rather pessimistic prognosis 

of the new international era. However, he raises an 

important issue as regards the relevance of the non

aligned movement (NAM) in this new world o~der, an 

issue which will be addressed later in this study. 
. · 22 

Fred Halliday contends that the cold war has 

ended because of the triumph of.the west over the 

·east, this triumph having been made possible by the 

collapse of Soviet p~wer. 

He considers if there is a new agenda in 

international relations. He contends that·there will 

be two kinds of answer, depending on how the term 

'international relations' is used. In the first 
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·sense, the term 'international relations' denotes 

foreign policy and current affairs. In the second 

sense, it-denotes the academic - the comparative and 

· theoreti.cal study ·of inter-state relations. 

Addressing the issue of international relations 

in the first sense, hè agrees tµat there is a new 

agenda dominated by the following issues: the environ

ment (concern witp depletion of the ozone layer; concèrn 

with global warming and the greenhouse effect); 

weapons proliferation;.migration; international co

operation and human rights; drugs and ~he deadly 

disease, AIDS; and terrorism. He makes the point that 

certain-key elements of the old agenda (Nationalism, 

, war, and distribution.of wealth) still persist • 

. In respect of international relations in the 

second sense, Halliday concludes that it confronts a 

new agenda only partially because of changes in the 

international situation and in the policy agenda. 

Changes in _social science study as a whole have also 

affectsd international relations. The three broad 

issues, according to Halliday,-that underlie the new 

international relations academic agenda are: the 

process of internat-ionalisatio:µ in the contemporary 
. . 

world, and tpe reactions against it; the collapse of 
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the Cornrnunist bloc; · and the question, posed by Francis 

Fukuyama, about change in the international system ahd 

the· end of history. 23 

Halliday's discourse is useful. It highlights 

the most.important issues on the international agenda 

today. It also provides useful insight into theoreti

cal challenges facing international relations as an 

academic discipline. 
. 24 

·. Segun Osoba considers "the so-called new inter- . 

national order (NIO) as no more than hollow, even 

fraudulent propaganda.11 25 He claims that 1tthewest 

·(in particular the USA, UK and France) see the new 

unipolar, essentially one-party structure of interna

·tional polit.ics as a unique.opportunity for bringing 

under i ts heel all the ··former colonised peoples of 

the thl.rd world. 11
26 I th· d · d" t n 1s rive, accor ing o 

·osoba, · the west employs the Un~ ted Nations securi ty 

Council as a II!-ilitary and political instrument to 

bring about its goal - the consolidation of the 

dominant, western, ·capitalist economic doctrine through 

· the dominant United States power and influence. He 

cites the ex.amples of the US - conceived and largely 

implemented 'operation desert storm' against Iraq and 

the US - masterminded imposition of military; economic, 
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and diplomatie sanctions on Libya over its alleged 

implication in the plane bombings over scotland in 

1988 and over Niger in 1989; 

He contends that the new international·order is 

sectarian and anti-democratic in character because the 

western-instigated Security Council is discriminatory 

in its policies·~ enforcing ~icious policies against 

Iraq, Libya, and the Palestinians while treating 

Israel with kid gloves. Osoba also claims that the 

western powe~s are guilty of the very acts of aggre

ssion they accuse Iraq and Libya of. He cites the 

examples of the USA's acts of aggression against the 

Nicaraguan· Sandinistas in the 1980 1 s; against Grenada 

.in 1983 to 1984; and against the Noriega government 

of Panama in 1989 to 1990. 

He concludes that the new international order 

was ttset up ••• under the spurious and tarnished 

barnner of human rights and multi-party democracy·to 

subjugate the whole world to a rapacious and milita

ristic, capi talist world order and, there b.Y, foreclose 

the many genuine dernocratic options available to the 

peoples of the world in the realms of economics, 

politic? and overall culture.1127 He then calls upon 

the peoples of the world to fight this 'subversive 
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plot'. 

Osoba's discourse highlights the marginalisati9n 

of the· 'third world' (and Africa) under this new world. 

order. It also calls attention to what may be a 

hidden agenda of·the western powers to complet~ly 

dominate.the world. 

Edmond Keller28 reviews political research in 

Africa and concludes that as a result of the waxing 

(between the mid-1960 1 s and the mid-1980's) and waning 

(since the 1980 1 s) of authoritarianism in Africa, 

political analysts have been forced to take stock of 

the tools at their disposal for understanding political 

change. According to him, while some scholars take 
' 

'democracy' as their unit of analysis, others take 

institutiorts like the one-party system and po~ul~r 

. movements and their relationship to the achievement 

of demo~racy. Still others take the broad concept of 

governance. All of the se approaches, Keller argues,· 

do not tell Us·much about the process of charigeo He 

advocates that analysis should focus instead on 'regime 

.change' o He defines re.gime as ".the formal rules and 

organiiation of national·political power, and the 

relationship of national authorities and institutions 

to ~ociety at large.n 29 According to him, ~the regime 

defines the normative order, structures the relation-
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ship between public authorities and the rest of society, 

and determines who has access to political power and 

who dbes .noto 1130 According .to Keller~ the concept 

1 regime 1 is broader than the concept of government 

but narrower than the concept of the state. While 

.' government' - refers to 11 the actual instruments of 

public rule including public office~holdersn31 , the 

state. is .represented "in a juridically defined, 

sovereign ·t!3rritory; in governmental institutions; 

·andin the political organizations used by those who 

govern to achieve the goals of a particular regime.11 32 

He notes that a government.may change without the 

regime changing just like bath a government and a 

regime may change without the character of the state 

changing. 

Finally, Keller recornmends that Africanist 

research re-foèus on political change. He suggests 

that case studies should be made with countries where· 

changes are most obvious and that studies should be 

at the macro - and micro-levels. Macro studies would 

.involve 11 identifying, in a broadly comparative manner, 

how structural (d6mestic and internationa~variables 

interact with one another and with social - psycholo

gical (e.g. personàlity, small groups) variables in 
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the context of Africa 1 s unique political culture to 

yield a particular pattern of regime transformation."33 
1 

Micro-level studies would involve "case studies and 

'.small-n I compari·sons applying the mode 1 ( deve ioped 

from macro stùdies) and giving it some texture.113 4 

Keller's review and taxonomy of political research: 

in Africa is instructive. However, his recommendation 

of 'regime ·change'.as the most appropriate foèus· of 

a.nalysis ·of politioal change reflects a particular 

theoretical . bias which is unacceptable _for this study. 

A more appropriatè.focus would be the s~ate9 

In a class analysis of the economic crisis in 

sub-saharan Africa, Julius Ihonvbere35 points ·out 

that while there is agreement on the depth and dimen

sions of the crisis and even on the implications for 

both Africa and the world community at large, such an 

agrèement does not exist with regard to the origins 

and caus~s of the crisis. According to him, generally, 

there are two contending views as to the origins and· 

causes of the crisis. Onè view holds that it was 

caused by external forces: 

falling prices of primary exports, 

exploitation by Trans National Corp
orations, dec_lining investment and· 

foreign aid, failure of the west to transfer 

technology, and a generally hostile 
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international environment for poor, 

dependent and underdeveloped 
. 36 ec_onomies. 
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The second .view holds that the crisis was caused 

and is being reproduced internally by 11 personal rule; 

·human rights abuses, marginalisation of the majority 

from decision - making process·es, corrupti~:m, mismanage

ment of the economy,. failure to make radical restructu

ring of the respective economies, inefficiency; and 

the general disregard for democratic values, popular 

participation, production, ·and self-reliance. 11
37 

Ihonvbere insists that the factors identified by 

both views as the causes of the crisis are, infact, 

symptoms or manifestaticms of the cri sis. According 

to him, the real issues behind Africa's economic crisis 

have to do with history, class, state, and production 

and exchange·relations, in place since the early years 

9f political independence. He argues that it is the 

production of these. fundamental historically deterrnined'. 

cau~es that have combined with other developments to 

deepen the African crisis. ,i38 

Ihonvbere's analysis is illuminating highlighting; 

as it does, the harmful activities of transnational 

companies in Africa as well as how the ruling comprador 

Bourgeois class in Africa is an accomplice in the 
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exploitation of Africa. 

Fei zongwen3~- notes that due to the global mover 

ment from.-tension to det~rite, ~ialogue has taken the 

place of .. confrontation and this trend has had wide

ranging and far-reaching influence on Africa. According 

to him, this influence has been felt in the political, 

~conomic~ and strategic spheres of African affairs. 

In the strategic sphere, several inter-state 

armed conflicts have been s_ettled. These include the 

Ethiopia/Somalia conflict and the Chad-Libyan conflict. 

In the political/diplomatic sphere, zongwen notes, 

there have also been positive changes in Africa. He 

notes that Algeria and Morocco have re-established 

diplomatie relations and that tension between South 

Africa and the frontline states has eased. 

He .also notes that Africa's economic crisis has 

led African countries ta concentrate on economic 

'rejuvenation' • 

Zongwen cites the following factors as being 

responsible'. for the poli tical, econo_mic, and diploma

tie changes in Africa: 

1. The strong desire of the African countries for 

peace and development •. _ 

2. The impact -of detente between the USA and the 
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soviet Union and relaxation of the internat'ional 

situation as a whole. 

3. The trend that many countries are paying greater 

attention to their domestic, especially economic 

problems. Emphasis on economic development has, 

in turn, made readjus~ment and reform the tide 

of ~he day in the world. 

4. Driving force of the OAU (the Organization of 

African Unity) and the United Nations. 

zongwen notes, however, thàt given·the multitude 

of·problems ~eft over by history in Africa and the 

complex nature of internal strifes, attaining political 

stability and economic development in Africa will not 

be an easy task. 

zongwen's analysis of the.changes in Africa is 

helpful but some of the factors to which he attributes 

them are _rather vague. For instance, have Africans 

n6t always had a strong desire for peace and develop

ment? 
. 40 

· Ti~_9_t.hy S-haw_ · reviews African poli tical economy 

over tlie past decacie_ ( the 1980' s) espe cially the last 

half of the decade. He examines the effects of .the 

structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP's) African 

countries were forced by the western-controlled 

international financial institutions to adopt and 
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concludes that: 

"adjus~ment is unfortunate as well 
as unworkable, .because i t reinforces 

· Africa's colonial divisions and 

retards any prospects for regional 

co-operation. National reforms are 

incompatible with regionalisms. 

Collective as well as national self

reliance is eroded, although both may 
become inevitable· in the future as 

23 

.adjustment terms become unbearable; 

literally, self-reliance by default. 41 

According to him, (economic) liberalisation, 

which the structural adjustment programmes have 

involved, has exacerbated increased.dependence on 

foreign goods and fashionso He also notes that an 

increased lack of confidence in African economies has 

led to transfer pricing, capital flight, and external 

savings·. 

He notes that reà.ctions to the deficiencies and 

drawbacks of the IMF/World,Bank SAP prescriptions 

corne from three inter-related sources: 

1. The United Nations.Economie Commis~ion·for Africa, 

the ECA, which·insists that adjustment does not 

advance development. 

2. Other agepcies within the United Nations e.g. 

the UNICEF (which prefers 1 adjustment with a 
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hwnan face') and the UN d_eve lopment programme, 

the UNDP (which insists on 1 human development' 
• . • 1 

as a, whole · rather than just econqmic development) .• · 

3. A set of academic evaluations of adjustment. 42 

He- concludes that Africa has entered a new 

period following that of decolonisation, Namibia being 

the lapt colony. According to him, in this new period, 

"61ass contr~dictioœand coalition~ are apparent, as 

revealed in patterns 6f~ and opposition to structu-

_ral adjustment. 1143 

Making recomrnendations for.analysis, he contends 

that, 

any persu~sive, neo-materialist political 
economy for Africain the 1990 1 s must~ then, 

' ' 

inc_lude at least three salient elements, 
all of which involve revisionism àround 
·established perspectives, ••• First, it 
shoul.d si tua te the continent' s poli tical 
economies in the global context of new 
international divisions of labour and 

·power, _ in which novel bala_nces of property 

and authority are transforrning pa~terns 
of production, distribution, consump~ion, 
and.· accumulation, as well as destruction 
and deprivation. Second, it must recognize 

the transformed policy context in which 
the conditionalities of structural adjust~ 
~ent have corne to undermine assumptions 
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abount one - party, state-dominated 

systems of power and privilege. And 

third, it should incorporate changing 

social contexts: the dynamics and dia

lectics of the continent's distinctive 
political economies, particularly the 

expansion of informal and rural sectors, 
the contraction of industrial and state· 

sectors, the recognition of female 

production and consumption 1 and the 

creation of navel forms of democratic 

t · · t · d · t · 44 par icipa ion an organiza ion. 

Shaw's analysis of African states and studies in 

this new world orde~ is incisive. 

Carol Lancaster45 ·examines·Africa's economic 

crisis, links its debt component ta.the overall need 

for external finance, relates that need in turn to 

the prospects for inducing the African countries to 

adopt 'required' economic reforms, and proposes. 

institutional devices to achieve such a resGlt~ 

Shè attributes slow development in Africa to the 

following reasons: 

1. Economie inheritance at independence of African 

countries. 
' . 

2. Accumulated·problems of economic mismanagement 

by African leaders. 

3. Sharp deterioration in the region's terms of 
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trade from the historie highs during the early 

1980 1 s. 

She inakes proposals for financing Africa's econo

mic reform which includes a new initiative on dèbt 

to link 'debt reduction and debt relief to development 

needs and to performance on economics. 

The proposal involves the merging of 

consultative groups, roundtables, and 

other co-ordinati.ng groups plus the 
. Paris club meetings into a single 
international grouping for individual 
countries - called here an Adjustment 
Review Consortium (ARC) - to be chaired 
by the world Bank with participation by 
creditor and donor governments and· 

. international institutions plus the 
· · 46 individual Afr~can government. 

She also advocates debt relief for African 

countries. 

Lancaster 1 s analysis of Africa's economic 

problems reflects a particular économie theoretical 

bent: the western, liberal tradition. This. is not 

surprising given the fact that her study was qonducted 

under the auspices of a rioted western, liberal 

think-tanko 

Her recommendations, in particular, are not 

acceptable although it is acknowledged that they 
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stem logically from her analysis. 

Richard Joseph47 ~xamines the new drive towards 
1 

plural d~mocracy in Africa and concludes that the 

democratic movement is, infact, not new. According 

to him, "although the dem"ocratic movement in Africa 

first burst mnto the headlines in 1990, it is not 

~xactly ne~, nor i~ it merely an echo of events else~ 

where·in the world. students of Africa can trace the 

roots of its democratic movements to individuals and 

organizations that have been harshly repressed for 
· 48 -
decades.11 

He notes that the anti-apartheid struggle in 

South Africa also served as a catalyst to the contem

porary democratic movement in Africa. 

J·oseph draws _up a taxonomy of democratic transi

tions in Africa. He identifies seven models viz: 

1.. The national conference: 

This has occurred in the Republics of Benin, 

Congo, Togo, and Cameroon. 

2. Government change via democratic elections: 

Thi_s occurred in Cape Verde and in Sao Tome and 

Principe between January and March 1991. In the 

Republic of Benin in March, 1991, Nicephore Soglo 

defeated Matthieu Kerekou (the president f6r the past 
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seventeen years} in free· multiparty elections. In 

October 1991, Frederick. Chiluba defeated Kenneth Kaunda 

(the president for the past twenty-seven years) in free 

elections held in Zambia. 

-~. Co-opted transitions: 

This involves the ruling party co-opting the 

opposition into the government j,n an erstwhile one

party state. This has been witnessed in the Ivory 

· Coast, Gabon, and.the Senegal. 

4. Guided Democratization: 

In this model, a military regime retains virtually 

complete control of the transition process which is 

generally complex and deliberately prolonged. This 

has been. the case in Nigeria and Guinea. 

5~ Recalcitrance and.piecemeal reformi: 

This has been witnessed in Mali, Ghana, Cameroon, 

-Malawi, Kenya, and Sudan, among others. 

In Mali, Mousa Traore was overthrown and reforms 

instituted. In Ghana, Jerry Rawlings finally agreed 

to convene a constitutional assembly leading to rnulti

paity elections. In Cameroon, Paul Biya initially 

refused to allow-a nati6nal cbnference that would 

supplant him and his party but he lifted press res

trictions, permitted opposition parties to operate, 
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· and granted amnesty to political prisoners. 

Am·ong the recalci trants, the unswerving hardli~ers . 

are found_in Malawi, Kenya, and the Sudan, among others. 

6 •. Armed :insurrection culminating in elections: 

The reduction in cold war tension (global detente) 

facilitated democratic changes in Namibia (leading to 

independence), in South Africa, and in Angola (where 

the Estoril accord provided for elections in late 

September 1992). 

In Uganda, Yoweri Museveni's national resistance 

rnovement, after overthrowing Milton Obote, instituted 

a quasi-democratic system: .no multi-party elections 

are provided for but press freedom and respect for 

human rights have been guaranteed. There is alsci 

provision for an Ombudsman. 

In Rwanda, following an armed insurgency.that 

b~gan in late 1990, President Habyarimano agreed to 

introduce a rnultiparty ,system and other reforms. 

In Ethiopia,. a July 1991 meeting to establish a 

. provisional government àpproved a charter that includes 

provisions of freedoms of expressi.on, assembly, 

belief, ·and association. The meeting also announced 

plans for elections in 1992. 

7. Conditional transitions: 
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These are cases·where transitions are interrupted 

if there is threat to the regime or to the democratic 

aspirations of the people. This has been witnessed 

in Algeria and Tunisia where there are strong Islamic 

fundamentalist movements. 

Joseph provides a good analysis of the political 

changes takihg place all over-Africa. 

Claude Ake49 agrees with Richard Joseph that the 

drive towards democratic pluralism in Africa is not 

new. He notes the interest d:lf the west in this new 

drive ~nd makes the point that the legacy of indiffe

rence to the fate of democracy on the African continent. 

that the west is just overcoming 11 has its roots in the 

colonial era, when political discourse excluded not 
. 50 

only democracy but even the idea of good government.n 

To Ake, the democratization drive is a welcome 

development. He, however, warns that the ·action of 

the International Financial Institutions (IFI's) 

constitute an impediment to democratization. This 

is so because tpe IFI's give autocratie African 

leaders the. chance to substitute structural adjust

ment. for democratization. This they do by supporting 

such leaders as submit to structural adjustment •. 

Ake cites the example of Somalia under Siad Barre. 
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He·then concludes that, 

the IFI~_may be contributing ta 

democratization inspite of themselves. 

If one is a leninist and believes 

that 'the worse, the better', one may 

indeed·welcome their tenacity in 

pursuit of adjustment, for the escala

tion of political repression associated 

with it has helped to. spawn the 

democracy movement in Africa. 

However, seeking progress by the 
intensification of contradictions is 
bath costly and risky. It will cause 
a great_dea:l of suffering and may give 
rise to extremist ideologies .and 
political forms that serve neither 
development nor democracy.51 

Ake's analysis is particularly illuminating as 

it highlights one paradox that obtains_ in Africa of 

t9day: the march.6f political democratization against 

increasing economic disenfranchisement of the African 

majority. 

1.5 Theoretical Framework.for Analysis: 

The theoretical framework for analysis adopted 

"for this study is the world-system approach of the 

political economy paradigm. 

The world-system approach is a development 

'theory that grew out of the dissolution and dispersion 
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of the dependency theory. It is a relatively new 

theoretical current that arase from the criticisms of 

dependency theory. 

_The world-sistem appr6ach is normally associated 

with Inunanuel Wallerstein, 52 and with the more recent 

wri tings _of Samir Amin, Andre Gunder Frank, and 

Giovanni Arrighi.53 

It _is to be noted that there exist important 

differences .between the conception of the world system 

by Wallerstein and A.G~ Frank, on the one hand, and 

Amin and Arrighi,on the other. ·while Frank and 

wallerstein perceive the dynamics of the world system 

as being 'mechanistic- and. dète.rministic 1 , Amin and 

Arrighi see it as being voluntaristic. Thus, Frank. 

and Wallerstein see.the world system as a capitalist 

world economy, "as one integral system covering the 

whole -globe and being moved by a single dynamics 

completely overpowering the individual ·states that 

make up the system. ,_,54 

Thus it.is clear that Frank_ and wallerstein's 

.world system approach bears some theoretical resem

blance to the dependency tradition. However, there 

is now a shift in the level of analysis 11 from the 

.periphery to the centre-periphery structure of the 
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world system. 1155 

However, despite the differences betweèn the 
1 

Wallerstein/Frank posi tton and the Amin/Arrighi ·position, 

· the follo~ing ca; be summàrized as the main strands of 

the world~system approach: 

1.. There is a social.whole that mat·be called a capi

talist wo~lct· eqonomy, which came into existence in 

the sixteenth century and has since expanded histo

rically from its European origins to caver the 

globe. The approp~iation by the world Bourgeoisie 
. . 

of the surplus val0e created by the world's ·direct 

producers has evolved direct appropriation at the 

market place as well as unequal exchange. 

2. No·analysis of .individuel states can be made without 

placing t~ern in the context of the capitalist 

world economy. 

3 e Throughout the history of the capi talis.t world 

economy, there has been increasing organization 

. of o,ppressed groups and increasing. opposi tian to 

its continuance. 

4. The struggle betwe_en capi talist and socialist 

_forces cannot be ieduced to a struggle between 

any two countries. The 'crisis' is worldwide 

and. integral, and must. be. analyse,d as such. 
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5. After the second world war, the United States 

was.the hegemonic power and able to irnpose 

relative order on the world system. 56 . 

The wo~ld-system approach will provide theoretical 

grounds.for the analysis of the impact on Africa of 

the new world order. It will show how Africa's 

relative (peripheral) position. 

in the capitalist worHeconomy has conditioned the 

new world order's impact on African development. 

As has already been indicatect,.the world-system 

approach bears r~semblance to bath the deperidency 

approach and the Marxist theory. It actmits of the 

existence of a 'capitalist world economy'. Ho"!/ever, 

unlike bath the dependency and Marxist approaches, 

it sees the 'world system' as comprising the 'core~ 

states' (analogous to the dependency school's 

'-centre' or 'metropolis'), the 'semi-periphery' , 'the 

periphery' and the 1 external arena'. ·IIThe semi-

periphery consists of an intermediate but functionally 

important category_ of countries which are either 

turning into.core-states, or losing their status as 

such, disappearing out' into the periphery.11 57 Today, 

this category would include countries like Turkey, 

Greece,' the newly industrialising countries of South 
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East Asia, among others. 

"The external arena is the set of areas which 

have notas yet been affected by capitalist penetra

tion ·from the core-states. 1158 As both A.G .• Frank 

and Samir Amin have pointed out, 'the global accumu

lation of capital is a histo_rical process that 

involves the incorporation of the external areaa into 

the capitalist world economy (that is, peripheraliza

tion). This process, according to them, is now more 

or.less complete _as evidenced by the protests of the 

very vew remaining 'aboriginal peoples' ·of the world. 

An important distinguishing f·eature of the world . 

system approach is that, unlike both the dependency 

and Marxist approaches, it sees.the world system as 

a systemic wqole, one which determines the develop

ment of each one of its component parts. In oth~r 

words, bath tEurope' and Africa were made parts of 

the whole (the world system) at some point and their 

development thenceforth was determined by the whole. 

In this way, the world-system theory rejects both 

the 'Eurocentric' and the 'Afrocentric' interpreta

tions of African history and development.· 
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An analysis then must start from how 

the whole opefates and of course one . 

. must determine what is the. whole in à 

given instance. Only then may we·be 

·able to draw an interpretative sketch 

of the historical outlines of the 

political economy·of contemporary 
Africa, which is •.• ·an outline of 

the various stages (and modes) of its 

involvement in this capitalist world 
economy. 59 

36 

The first stage of Afrîcan peripheralization, 

accprding to Wallerstein, was the period from j750 to 

1900. Before 1750,· therèfore, Europe and Africa were 

external arenas to each other. This first stage was 

marked. by tracte in luxury.goods following the winding 

down of th~ slave tracte. Infact, according to 

WalleFstein, the process of peripheralizatiori brought 

to an end, the slave trade. Trade was governed by 

effective supply rather than by effective demand 

because the trade did not fulfill any important 

function to bath economies. 

The second phase of African peripheralizition 

started around the'beginning of this·century. 

Wallerstein situates it in the context of.the 1 scramble 

for Africa 1 which l~d.to the partitioning of Africa 

among European powers who now used their African 
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colonies as raw-materials produc.tion· centrés.. This_ 

second phase of Af°rican_pe-ripheralization s-f;;ill 

persists. -· ·. · 

· With respect to Africa' s future (that ·is, the 

third phise of Africais pe~ipheralization)~ W~llerstein 

insists that the. pro,s_ess of Africa I s underdevelopment 

(he uses the concept i .
1 ~ependent develop.ment') will 

continue. According to him, some 'core-states' might 

be weakened and might even fall into the peripheral 

class; some· semi-peripheral·statés, on.the· other_hand, 

might become stroriger and may even join·the class of 

the core-states; some African states who now belong to 

the peripheral·class might assume semi-peripheral 

positions (he mentions specifically, the. Republic of 

South Africa, Zaire,. Nigeria, Algeria and Egypt as 

countries who have the potentials·: in terms of size, 

raw materials, and industrial capacity). He, however, 

insists-that the ·situation of the peripheral countries 

will worsen implying that their only hope for progress 

shall be a revolutionary transformation of the capita

list world system ·to a socialist world system. 

Wallerstein then forcàsts that the incorporation 

of Africa into the capitali9t world system·will be 

complete by the third decade of the twenty-first 

century. That reality would then correspond with 
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There are several merits i~ using the world

system approach: 
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Like bath the realist and Marxist theories of 

international relat;Loris, i t· .draws on historical 

experience . arfd like the ·.Marxist theory, i t strés;ses 

structures of production; relations of production and 

exchange; and international capital. But it goes 

further than the original Marxian interpretation of 

history to extend the tenets and methods of Marxism 

to the problem of the 'development of underdevelopment• 

engendered by the 'global accumulation of capital'; a 

problem that was still in embryo during Marxes time. 

1.6 Hypotheses: 

In the ligh"j:; of the questions this study seeks to 

provide answers to, the following are put forward as 

hypotheses to be validated or·invalidated by 

reference to facts: 

a) The 'new world order' has a mixed and differing 

impact on various aspects of African development. 

But on the aggregate, it impedes African deve

lopment • 

. b) The prospects for African development under the flew 

global dispensation.are poorer than they were 
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in the previous world order. 

c) The new world order marks a further entrenchment 

of the capitalist mode of production globally; 

a tilt in the ba1ance·of social forces in favour 

of pro-imperialist ·forces; and a continuation 

of the process of peripheralization and under

development of Africa. 

It is worth noting that, as in the case of the 

statement of probiem, the variables in the hypotheses 

are 'the new- wor1d order' and 'African development 1 • 

The 'new world order' {s the iridependent variable 

while 'African developm_ent' is the dependent variable. 
~ 

The condi~ons for validating or invalidating the 

hypotheses ara as follows:. · 

. The economic, political, strategic and other 

changes that have been engendered on the African 

continent.by the new world order will be outlined. 

1/That consti tutes development will also be highlighted. 

It shall then be determined whether Africa (using 

aggregate data for all countries) has developed at a 

fàster or slower rate, during _the period under study, 

than in the previous period, and whether such a. 

faster or .slower rate of development is attributable 

to the emergenc~ of a new world order. If the rate of 
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development_has been slower. as a result of the 

emergence of a· new world order, then hypothesis (a); 

and, by implication, hypotheses. (b) and (c) are 

·validated. If the reverse is true, then the hypoth~ses 

are invalidated. 

1o7 Method of Study: 

The method .of. research to be employed in this 

study is generation and collection of data from content· 

analysis of books, periodicals, newspapers, and 

institutional publications. In other words, secondary 

method of data generation will be used. The data 

so-generated_will then be analysed to provide answers 

to the questions raised for this study. 

The data will be analysed using the world-system 

theory. The analysis will show whether - as the world 

. system theory suggests - the new world order reflects 

a continuing expansion of the capitalist world economy;· 

whether the new world order reflects the continuing 

struggle between capitalist and socialist forces 

globally with capitalist forces increasing in their 

ascendancy·at the moment. The analysis will show to 

what extent the impact of the new world order on 

African development has been conditioned by Africa•s 

peripheral position in the capitalist world system. 
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CHAPTER 2 

·THE ORIGINS AND FEATURES OF THE 'NEW WORLD ORDER' 

2.1 The Concept of world Order: 

As Roland Yalern has noted, although the concept of 

world order is very cornrnonly used in International 

Relation·s, i t is as yet, ill-defined and inadequately 

conceptualised. Yalern sought to present the concept of 

world order as it appears in the literature and to 

analyse the reasons for the plurality of definitions 

and the inadequacy of its conceptualisation. According 

to hirn, 

definitional arnbiguity is largely the 

result of the failure of scholàs to 
explicate clearly the conceptual founda
tions of world order. Part of the 

difficulty lies in disagreernent on the 

relative·emphases accorded to law and 

power as elernents of order; it also 
stems from a heavy ernphasis on the 

pr~scriptive or normative thrust of 

conceptualisation and neglect of the 
. . 1 . t 1 emp1r1ca aspec -s. 

There are various conceptions of world order viz: 

Minimum world. order: 

Thi.s is conceived o'f as 11 a public order which 

establishes as authoritative, and seeks to make effective 

the principle that force, or highly intense coercion, 
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• • 0 is reserved in community monopoly for support of 

processes of ~ersuasion and agreement and is not to be 
. 2 

used as an instrument of unauthorized change." 

Bu4, as Oran Young points out, this conception is 

ambiguous and exemplifies a widespread·-inabili ty to 

define the concept 'world order' in a genuinely fruitful 

fashion. 3 

·optimum 1i'[orld Order: 

This is 11 a public order which, beyong authoritative 

orientation toward the minimum of coercion and the 

maximum of persuasion ... is further designed to 

promote the greatest production ••. of hurnan dignity 
4 values among peoples." 

As with the 'minimum world order' conception, 

this conception is ambiguous, failing as it does, to 

provide empi~ical standards of measurement of the main 

. concepts; 

world Order as a war Prevent ion .. ~ystem: 

In their study, Richard Falk and Saul Mendlovitz 

concentrate on"··· the avoidànce of war through the 

creation of a war prevention system. To conceive of 

world order as the strategy by which one system is 

·transformed into another •.• is the essence of the 

· undertaking. 11
5 
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This conception views world order as a future 

preferred goal in the form of a warless system. Th~ 

implicati9n of this conception is that there is no 

world order since tliis system do.es .not exist. Thi°s 

is a questionable proposition. 

world order as the negation of world disorder: 

According to this View, the concept of disorder, 

whose elimination the world seeks, is easier to define; 

so that, by defining it, the different meanings of 

order ~ill ·be better understood. 

The problem with definition by negation is·that 

there may be no global concensus as to what constitutes 

disordef and what constitutes order. 

world order ·is .a value: 

This coriception sees world order not merely as 

a condition but also as·a value; 11 as a quality that 

. may or may not obtain in.international politics at any 

one time or place, or that may be present to a greater 

or le sser degree.: order as opposed to disorder. 11
6 

Hediey Bull·further defines world order as 11 a 

pattern or structure of human·relations such as to 

sustain the elementary or primary goals of social 

existence a~ong states."7 

This definition is·abstract. It fails to answer 
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the question: .what kind of structure is required to 

sustain the value of social co-existence among states? 

world order as a condition: 

This view sees world order as an actual or 

possible condition or stàte of affairs in world politics; 

as nthe totality.of ·relationships among states, the 

8 international political system as a whole. 11 

This conception of world order seems to be the 

most useful for the present study. It stresses the 

presertt rather than the future. 

It is worthy to note that these different concep

tions of world order also dictate different approaches 

to the study· of world order. These approaches can be 

broadly categorized into the normative approaches 

(including international law and international organi

zation approaches), and the systems approach. 

a) The International law approach: 

Prop9nents of this approach include Richard Falk 

and Saul Mendlovitz. 9 

International law is an importànt ordering 

mechanism in !nternational Relations. International 
. . 

law~ at' least theoretically, is a precondition for 

order in International Relations •. It is, however, 

recognized that International law has not been very 
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effective in.preventing determined states from flouting 

international rules and norms of behaviour. De spi te 1 

this shortcoming, it is still widely recogniied that 

International law is important as a pre-requisite to 

order in international affairs. There is, however, 

disagreement withrespect toits relative importance. 

This disagriement stems from a lack of linkage between 

international law a:µd 'international political re1ations. 

Many int.ernational -lawyers - who · are the main advocates 

of the international law approaèh - still see interna

tional law as an independent variable, ignoring social 

and political factors. Political scientists, on the 

other hand, treat international law within the context 

of international politics as a secondary influence on 

world order. This is. as a reaction to the failure 

of international law to effectuate world order in 

reality. As Yàlem has noted in addressing the 

question of the relative importance of law and .power 

to wo~ld~order, our concern should be the following: 

what is the·relationship between law and power and 

how does the tension between them affect the nature of 

world order? Is order a function of law alone? If 

not, is order a function of power, especially balanced 

military power?, Or are both law and power reciprocally 

. 
r 

• 
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important factors in the attai:hment of order? such 

complex questions should gÜide the search for 

'f . 10 knowledge of the nature o world order. 

Another criticism of ·the international·law 

approach to world order is. that it' has a normative'~ 

ernphasis.· rt.emphasizes nthe future rather than the 

p·resent on 'the assumption that 'the condi tians of 

international life· today·are inadequate for the reali

zation of the requirements of an effective world 

order 0.1111 

It is clear, then, that· "international law is 

not the only or even the most important factor for 

world order but ·one that cannot be denied. What is 

debatable· is the extent ·Of its importance. Other 

factors· such as nuolear deterrence, technical aid, 

and regionalism-may stabilise international relations 

and ther·efore contribute to the condi tians of world 
· 12 order. 11 . 

,. 
l., 

b) The International organizatton approach: 

Sin.ce the early twentieth century, international 
. . 

ortanization (manifested in the League of Nationé 

· and the United Nations) has been an important part of 

the search for world order. 

Because world order 11was conceptualised as a 

condition of ·1egal order which could be facilitated 
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by the complementary·operations of universal and 

regional.organizations 1
111 ? it was implied that univer-

. . ~ 

. . 

sal organizations (like··the League of Nations and the . 

United Nations) and regional organizations could 

contribute to the attainment of world order. 

The main function the universal international 

organizations - the League and the UN -.were meant to 

serve was the maintenance .of international peace and 

securitT. It is worth noting that "within the context 
-

of the universal organizations, order has been defined 

as the maintenance of internatio.nal peace and securi ty 

against those states that would disturb the peace by 

th . d . 1 . 14 unau orize vio ence. 11 

Although both the covenant and the charter placed 

either restrictions. or prohibition on the use of 

force by member-states in the settlement of disputes, 

this has not prevented determined states from 

employirig force when. th~y desire·. These organizations 

also 11 lacked the legiilative authority to adjust 

situations of international injustice that·often have 

precipitated aggr.ession by one state against 
· 15 another.11 Thus, "as an approach to world order, 

i!]-ternational organization has been refe.rred to as 

a kind. of internati·o~al constitutionali:;,m. 1116 Despite 
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the constitutional provisions for international 

organizations, none of them has ·been able to function 

successfully as guarantor of international order. In 

the past, bath the United Nàtions and the League of 

Nations have had success rinly in containing minor 

conflicts. They have been largely ineffectual in 

quellingmajor conflicts. This can be attributed to 

the big power conflict of interests that usually 

6btained in· such conflicts especially in the pest

second world war period characterized by the cold war 

between the east and weit blocs •. With the end of the 

cold war, however, and the subsequent preponderance of 

the USA in the United Nations, it is easier to achieve 

concensus heeded to act in containing any conflict. 

·The USA .simply arm-twists every other country into 

going along. This ·fact was clearly demonstrated in 

the Gulf crisis of 1990 to 1991 which arase as a result 

of Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. 

As already indicated, regional security organiza

tions also exist and their operations are meant to 

complement those·of .the universal organizations like 

the United Nations. However, after the second world 

war, there arase an imbalance of influence in favour of 

regional security organizations over the United 
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Nations which was more due to the ineffectiveness of 

the UN than due to "the responsibility of a disorderly 

· 17 flight to-· regional co-operation. 11 It is also 

noteworthy that f!regional securi ty groups had not 

enhanced the prospects for order but had themselves 

contributed ta an intensification of international 

tensions. 1118 

One can conclude, then, that in the cold war 

period 9 · "while the UN ( was) a significant factor in 

establishing world_ order based on the nation-state 

. . . it also perpetuated the drawbacks of sovereignty 

and brought moderation at the cost of making resort 

to limited or subliminal violence endemic and the 

recurrent explosions of unsolved disputes inevitable.1119 

· In this new world order, however, as long-as 

the dominance of the ·USA as·the only superpower 

persists, it is likely that international organization· 

will be more effective in maintaining international 

peace and security. Inspite of this, international 

organization has. neve·r been, and is not expected to 

become in the near future, a guarantor of international 

order. 

G) The systems approach·to world order: 

Systems analysts explore the 
question of how the structure of 
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(the internàtiohal ~ystem) influences 

the intensity of inter~state conflicts 

and how the nation-states in turn 

influence the structure of the system 

in which they·coexist. structure is 

usually defined in terms of the number 

of major powers that is asswned to 

affect the stability or instability of 

the system, defined as its propensity 

for serious conflict.
20 

System analysts also consider the factor of 

homogeneity or heterogeneity in the ideologies ~f the 

dif_ferent states that .make up · the_ system as being of 

equal importance as the structure of the system. The 

assumption here is that while homogeneity in ideolo

gies promotes mutual adjustment _of differences, 

heterogeneity conduces to conflicto 

. According to Stanley Hoffmann, "securi ty, satis

faction, and flexibility are the requirements for 

21 order in any political system." He goes further to 

differentiate between moderate and revolutionary 

international systems. According to him, their 

features are determined by the degree to which the 

eailier-mentioned requirécients_for order are met. 

According. to Hoffmann, '.'in moderate systems, ord~r is 

achieved because qation-states find it easier to 
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attain security, satisfaction, and flexibility while 

revolutionary systems reflect a fundamental_disorder 

because ihsecurity, dissatisfaction, and inflexibility 

characterize the relations of states.11 22 

.system analysts consider international law and 

international organization dependent variables whose 

effectiveness as ordering mechanisms is dependent on 

the type of international system (the independent 

variable). In this wise, the minimal influence of 

both international law and .international organization 

in the post-second world war, cold war period can be 

explained by the r~volutionary nature (characterized 

by uncertainties. and conflicts) -of the international 

~ystem at the time. 

By this reasoning, the new world order wciuld be 

considered moderate and therefore the effectiveness 

of both international law and international organiza

tion as ordering me6hanisms should be enhanced. 

Thus, for systems analysts, the attainment of 

order among states is a political, rather than an 

organizational or legal problem. 

The systems approach offers perhaps 
the most useful orientation for the 

analysis of world order because it 
encompasses a large number of variable 
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order in international relations. 

such factors as the distribution of 

:·power, the existence of ideological 

convergences or divergences, the 

57 

nature of weapons technology; and the 

character of the means and ends of 

foreign_policy assist in our under

standing of the causes of order and 

disorder in the international system. 23 

· For systems analysts.- who are basically realist 

scholars - ·world order is best se~ured through a· 

balancing of (military) power. Accbrding to them, 

the balance of power in the international system is 

·the most important·factor that affects system stabili

_ty.24 If the balance of power is multipolar, order· 

is likely to pr~vail in the international system 

because there will be a tendency towards moderation 

in the ·means and ends of foreign· policy behaviour. 

In contrast, instability and disorder are likely to 

prevail if the balance of power is bipolar. By this 

logic, a unipolar power structure, such as exists 

today in this new world order, would be regarded as 

a negation of the balance· of power concept, and 

therefore undesirable. 

"The principal weakness of the systems approach 

is the failure to recognize the p,ossibility of a 
t.'\-
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within the same international system.11 25 
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:All of the above approaches to world order study 

it as a value that is there or not there; or present 

to a certain extent. 

As·stated earl!er, the first two approaches to 

world order - international law and international 

organization - are more normative being that they 

focus more on how to establish a future 'ideal' or 

1perfect 1 order. The systems approach, on the other 

hand, is more useful since it focuses on the present. 

Furthermore, as Yalem recommends, the concept of world 

order should be reconceptualised. 

Rather than conceptualisation in 

terms of ideal conditions that are 
unlikely to exist until or unless 
world government is achieved, we should 
accept the concept a~ a relative rather 
than absolute condition. we should 

. recognize that the international system 
is a complex. amalgam of orderly and. 

disorderly elements and that ~he 
character or nature of order depends 

up.on the re_lationship between these 
constantly changing elements instead 

f -·. d . t· f d 26 o Iixe concep ions o or er. 

For the purposes of this study, 1world order' 
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will be analysed·as _11 the totality of relationships 

among states 11 and the 'new world order', as the present 

state of affairs in world politics; the present 

configuration of relationships among states. In this 

connexion, it is worth noting that since the beginning 

of this century, three: 1world · orders' -have been 

established: the Versailles world order (1919 to 1939); 

the Yalta world order (,1945 to 1985); and the new world 

order which is being variously referred to as the 

Potsdam.world order arid the Malta-~orld order. Of 

course, prior to the twentièth century, there may have 

been other world orders from the period after the 

treaty of westphallia (1648). For the purposes of 

·this study, however,· it is süffiçient to focus only 

on the world orders of this· century. 

· The- next section briefly discusses the two 

earlier world order.s the twentieth century has 

· witnessed. 

2.2 Previous world Orders (In the twentieth century). 

(a) The Versailles world order: 

This is the world order that prevailed between 

1-919 (after the first world war) and 1939 (when the 

second world war started). 

The first world war ended in 1918 with the 

--
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defeat of Germany and her allies (Austria, Hungary, 

Bulgaria, and Turkey). Following the end of the war., 

a peace conference was held in Versailles, France 

from 1918 to 1919 as part of the process of resettle

ment of the war. The conferencewas attended by 

twenty..;...seven countries most important among which were 

the victorious great powers, the USA, Great Britain, 

France, Italy, and Japan. 

The Treaty of Versailles, the major 
treaty ending_world wàr I (was) signed 

at Versailles, France,,on June 28, 

1919, and (went) ~nto force. on January 
1 O, ·1920 following ratification by 
Germany and four of the principal 
Allied and Associated powers, Greàt 
Britain, France, Italy, and Japan. 

~t was not ratified by the United 

States which made a separate treaty 
of peace with Germany in 1921 incorpo

rating much of the treaty of 
v.ersailles by reference. The lesser 
Allied powers; except .China, were also 
parties. Separati treaties of peace 
were made subsequently with Germany's 

allies, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, 
·and. Turkey. 

The Treaty of Versailles was based 

on the p);'e-armistice agreement among the 

Allies of·November 5, 1918, and the 
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11, 1918 accepting (US) president 
woodrow Wilson's fourteen points as 

· the baiis ·for peace, with modification 

by the Allies of the points dealing 

with freedom of the seas, reparations, 

and the status of the Hapsburg Empire 
27 which had,·infact,. broken up. 
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At the end of the first world war, the USA was 

the most powerful country, the. dominant power in the 

world. It was, therefore, not surprising that it was 

the fourteen-point 'Blueprint fo:r peace' of the u.s. 
president that was adopted at the Versailles conference 

·evèn.though there were other proposals for peace such 

as those from the British government, and the French 

government. But the most comprehensive proposal came 

from the South Africian Prime Minister, Jan Christiaan 

Smuts who published a pamphlet known as 'The League 

of Nations: a practical s~ggestion' •. 

Also, as if to drive home the point about its 

dominance, the USA was the only country whose- president 

personally led the national delegation to Paris. 

The Versailles world order was marked by American 

political and military predominance. However, this 

political and military clout was not matched with 

corresponding economic pre-eminence. 
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Until the outbreak of the first world war, Great 

B~itai~ had b~en the ~egemonic economic power in the 

world. But a maj_o_r. consequenèe of the first world 

war was the ~ollapse of.British _economic heg~mony. 

This coilapse was · part· of a wider collapse of .the. 

_internationalmonètary system at the time - the Gold 
. 28 

Standard. . · At the beginning of the first world war, 

_the warring Nations acted promptly to safeguard their 
. . 

Gold supplies a0d disengaged from the system of. fixed 

~xchange rates s6 i~ to bring about the freeing and 

mobiliza'tion of their economies ·• 29 

With the collapse of the Gold Standard, individual 

.Nations assumed the responsibility of determining 

currency values. 

The Gold standard collapsed for the following 

reasons: 

Nationalism: 

Most govennments ,. exercising their new indepen

dence in monetary affairs, ·J;)laced more emphasis on the 

pursuit of domestic welfare objectives like full 

_employment,. than they did on a stable international 

monetary system. 

secondly, as ·a result of· too-high a par value at 

which the value of Gold was set, British economic 
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growth was stunted:. There was a decline in .exports 

ind the working class experienced severe hardship. 

This. caused the British government ·to become pre

occupied with domestic welfare rather than internation

al financial management. 

Thirdly, as a result of its industrial decline, 

a corresponding rise of new powers and the attendant 

shift in global distribution of economic·powe~, Great 

Britain was no longer capable of managing the interna-. 

tional ~onetiry system.30 

Although the USA had emerged as the dominant 

(mili tary and' poli tical) po"wer at. the: end c:if the first 

wo~ld war, it did not poèsess such economic wherewithal. 

as to assume th~ m~ntle bf economic leadership. Thus, 

there ensued economic chaos which led to the fragmen

tation.of the international monetary system into several 

blocs: The sterling bloc established in 1932 after 

the Ottawa Conference by Gr~at Britain and her 

Dominions and trading partner_s; . the Dollar bloc· 

formed around the USA;. and the Gold bloc formed 

arourid France! Germany, Italy, and Japan also tried 

to cash in _on the confusion by attempting the creation, 

·of thei~ own financial empires.31 

On the whole, then, the Versailles world order, 
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though charact'erized by United States political and 

military pre-eminence, was also characterized by 

economic ~ultipolarity. 

At this time, virtually all countries of Africa 

were colonies of Eùropean · countries and.i.were used as 

raw materials produc.tion centres for the industries 

of Europe. Thus, under this world order, the margi.;. 

nalization of A.frica was throùgh its colonial relations 

with the core-states of Europe. 

(b) The Yalta world order: 

From Fe bruary 4 to 1.1 , 1945, a conference of the 

lead~rs of the second world war allied powers was 

he ld in Yalta in t_he then soviet Union. The. conference. 

was held 11 to plan the final defeat and occupation of 

Nazi Germany.11 32 

The conference reaffirmed Allied 
agreement to accept only uncondi

tional surrender by the Axis powers, 
planned a four-power occupation of 
Germany (Great Britain, the USA, the 
USSR, and France), and agreed to meet 
in San Francisc·o (USA) to finalise 
plans· for the United Nations. It ;=:tlso 

brought about the Soviet Union's 
agreement to enter the war against 

Japan after the surrender of 
G.ermany •33 .. · 
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Even before the Yalta conference, a conference 

had been held in Moscow on October 30, 1943 attended 
1 

by delegates from the USA, Great Britain, the USSR, 

and China, at which the four countries made a 'Moscow 

Declaration• stating their intention to form an 

international orginization for the maintenance of 

international peace.ànd security.34 

Subsequently,· a number of social and economic 

institutions to tackle specific problems were created. 

One of these was the international relief and rehabi- ~ 

·1itation administration·which was set up in 1.943, to 

take care of the refugee and other related problems 

arising from the second world war. In the same year, 

an international cônfe~ence was held:in the.state of 

Virginia, USA, ta discuss food and agriculture. It 

.was out of this conference that the Food Agricultural 

Organization, the FAO, ·emerged. The following year, 

in 1944, another international conference was held 

in Bretton Woods in the state of New Hampshire, USA, 

on economic and financial matters. Out of this 

donferen6e, two prganizations emerged~ the International 

Bank for Reconstruction and development (the world 

Bank) and the International Monetary Fund, the IMF. 
Finally, in August .1944, informal talks were 
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held in Dumbarton Oaks, Washington, USA, firstly, 

between the·. representatives of Great Britain anct·the 

USA, on the one hand, and those of the USSR, on the 

other; se6ondly, talks were held between Great Britain 

and the USA, on the one hand, and the representatives 

of China. The-talks·with the USSR and China were 

held _separately because at the time, the USSR was 

.neutral in respect of the war in_ the far east in 

which China was very intere~te~.35_ 

It is noticeable that all these international 

conferences that defined the emergent world.order at 

this time were held in the USA and in the then USSR 

and attended by the USA, Great Britain, the USSR, 

France and China. The agenda discussed at these 

conferences were also those of these dominant powers. 

At the end of the second world war, the world 

was split along ideological -1.:i.nes between the capita

list west and the communist eastern·bloc .: The 

capitalist western bloc. was formed around the USA 

while the c·ommunist eastern bloc. was formed around 

the USSR. These tyrn countries became known as 

super powers because of the military might they 

.possessed. 

There ensued an arms race between the USA and 
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the USSR whereby eàch country tried to surpass the 

other in the acquisition of·superior military techno-
• '. • 1 

logy. . Alo_ngside. this arms race. raged an ideological 

· ·· cold war. 

Thus the Yalta world-order was characterized 
. . . 
essentially by military· rivalry between the USA _and 

the USSR, the two superpowers,.and between the western 

and eastern blocs fqrmed .around the se two côuntries. 

_The principal contradiction in this world order was, 

therefore, between east apd·west. · 

·within.the period of this world order, most 

African countries attained political independ~nce. 

· This poli tièa_l independence was·, however, not comple

mented with economic independence as African ecotj.omies 

remai:r:ied dependent as the periphery of the ·capi talist 

world economy. The marginalisation of Africa continued, 

this time · through Africa' s neo-:colonial relations .. · 

with the çore-states of the·capitalist world.system. 

2.3 Origins of .the~New world Order: · 

The· origins of.the new ~orld order can b~ traced 

to 1985 when Mikhail Gorbachev came to power in th~ 

then Soviet Union. Before GO~bachev came to ppwer, 

the soviet Uniqn _had begun to experience economi.c 

stagnation and even decline. On coming ·to power; then, 
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-in 1985, Gorbachev introduced the twin policies of 

1 Glasnost 1 (poli tical_ reform) and 'perestroika 1 . 

(economic. reconstruction). The idea was to boost 

flagging_ productivi ty in ·the soviet Union. ··Even before 

Gorbachev came to power in 1985, and while he was on 

a visit to Great Britain in December 1984, the then 

British Pfime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, had 

remarked that Gorbachev was 11 the man with whom the 

west would do business". Gorbachev was then a member 

of the thirteen-member Sovie·t Poli tburo in charge of 

agriculture.· Shortly after that, former_léader 

Constantin Chernenko died and Gorbachev ascended to 

power. Thatcher's remarks and the sequence of 

subseqGent events has led some observers to spetulate 

that the west may·~ave had something to do with 

Gorbachèv' s ascensi_on to ·power and the momentous· 

event~ that followed. This is a speculatiori that. 

cannot be verified for now. 

It is useful to examine in greater detail why 

GOrbachev introduced his reform-programmes and what 

they involved since the introduction of the reforms 

can be singled out as the most important catalyst to· 

the emergence of a new world order. 

According to ~orbachev, whereas the soviet 
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soc~ety was now faced with dif'ferent tasks, nthe 

theoretical concepts of socialism remained to a large 

extent at. the level of the 1930s ·- 1940s.n36 

Accord~ng to hi~, Lenin's ideas of socialism were 

interpreted 

simplistically and their theoreticàl· · 

deI?th and significance were often 

left emaciated. This was true of 
such key problems as public property,· 

.relations between classes and nationa

lities, the measuri of work and 
measure of consumption, co~operation, 

methods of economic management, 
· people I s · rule and self-government 

and others. 37 

As ·a resùlt, p·arochial attitudes and general 

laxi ty reigned supreme leading t.o inefficiency and 

low productivity. There was a general slackening of 

discipline and order and official reaction to 

economic problerns was, iri general, inadequate. 

Gorbachev's introduction of reforrns was, therefore, 

intended as 11 a timely and cri tica,l appraisal of the 

ganger of the growth of negative tendencies in 

(soviet) society ahd in the conduct of a section of 
· 38 

the comrnunists.rr 

'Glasnost', which rneans openness, provided·for 

political reforrns in So~iet soci~ty. Open debates 
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on government and communist party programmes were 

now permitted. The programme insisted-that "there 

should be no blank pages in soviet history.11 Under 

'Glasnost' , .li terary works fo_rmerly banned or 

censored. were no0 made accessible to the gener~l 

public. One such book that was ùnbanned was 'Gulag 

Archipelego 1 _by Nobel Laureate in Li terature, 

·Alexand~r Solzhenitsyn. Also, under the 'Glasnost' 

reforms, ·provisiori wa~ made for multiple candi~acy 
. - .. . 

(though under one party) elections to the congress 

of deputies. The Congress of Deputies had been 

created newly under the· 'Glasnost' reforms. It was 

!'esponsible for electing the member_s of the Supreme 

Soviet. 

'Perestroika', which means (economic) reconstruc

tion, allowed for some measure of private ownership 

of some means of production. Individuals were now 

allowed to-own small:businesses as long as they 

8mployed only members of their families or where 

they employed others, that such employees were paid 

the minimum state·wage. This was at the lower·level 

of the reforms. At the higher level, tracte with 

foreign countries by individual entrepreneur·s was 

n·ow permit~ed. 
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The, introduction of the twin policies of 'Glasnost' 

a:nd 'Perestrpika' set off a .chain of events. In. oth,er 

eastern bioc countries/ pro-democracy movements sprang 

up and, encouraged by the reforms in the then soviet 

Union, started agitating for political and economic 

reforms in their own countries· •. Within the ·soviet 

Union itself, pro-democracy agitators demanded for . . 

further liberalisation of Soviet institutions and 

nationalist sentiments bottled up for decades, were 

given vent to. Different nationali ties and Re.publics . . 

of the Union notably the Baltic States of Estonia, 

Lithuania, and Latvia, began to agitate for 

iridependence ._ · 

Meanwhile, the Soviet economy continued to 

experience upheavals. There were huge shortfalls in 

food production which forced the Soviet Union to 

.depend, to a large exterit,. on the USA and other 

western Nations for supply.of grains and other 

foodstuff. These economic difficulties coupled wïth 

pfessures both from'.home and abroad led the soviet 

Union to pull out most of its troops from the countries 

of eastern ·Europe •. 

By September 1989, virtually all the communi.st 

regimes of Eastern Europe had collapsed. Faced with 
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severe economic difficulties, and needing financial 

a~d from· the west and western-controlled agencies like 

the IIvIF and the World Bank, thes~ countries had 

accepted_ the conditionalities of the west to introduce 

political and economic reforms involving the introduc-

. tian of mul ti-party democratic. systems and market 

economic principles like privatizatïon of state-owned 

enterprises. 

Subsequently, the warsaw Pact military alliance 

of the Soviet Union and the Eastern European countries 

was disSolved in March·1991. On the 9th of·~ovember 

1989, the Berlin Wall was. brought down and East and· 

west·Germany were re-united. This singular event 

was the mos.t significant in the series of events. 

defining the emergent world order. ·It seemed to 

signify a.formal end of th~ Cold war; a bridging of 

the east/west divide. 

On the ·2nd of August, 19~0~ Iraq invade4 and 

annexed Kuwait. In reaction, the USA, through the 

UN which it now controls, mobilîzed an international 

coalition that defeated Iraq in March 1991. The new 

world order took.perfBct shape after this Gulf war of 

199~. Indeed, after the war, in a speech at an 

American · war Colleg·e, the US president, George Bush, 
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boldly declared th.at a new world order now exists. 

Finally, in necember 1991, the Soviet Union 

broke up .. into fifteen independent--Republics bringing 

to an end,. an era that lasted for several decades. 

The events. of the' past few years have takèn the 

·whole world by surprise. The momentous changes of 

the past few years were unantic.i,pated. 

It can, therefore, be·saîd that a new world 

order has emerged as a result of the collapse of 

Soviet power; as a.result of the triumph of the USA 

and the west over the the.n Soviet Union and the east. 

2.4 ·Features of the New World Order: 

There is some controversy as to whether the new 

world order is marked by a unipolar power structure . . . 

whereby the .USA is the world's sole dominant power; 

or whether the global·:Power structure is multipolar 

(specifically, Tripolar) with power centers in the 

i,JSA, United Europe, and Japan. While scholars like 

. ·John Lewis Gaddis39 and Ken Jowitt 40 , consider it 

unip._olar·, others .like ·Christopher Layne 41 and · 

Fei Zongwen42 èons-ider it multipolar. A third school 

is even discernible: those w.ho see the new world 

order as a kind of universal empire, i.e. no single 

po.wer or group of. powers is dominant and the entire 
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world, through the United Nations, is now partaking 

fully·in world affairs. 43 

This·debate, however, need not arïse if the new 

_world order is examined from different perspectives: 

from the political/militaryperspective and from the 

economic perspective. 

In ~erms of political/military power, it is 

indubitable that the USA is now the pre-eminent global 

power. It is the sole superpower. This was evidenced 

in the way it conceived and led the implementatio.n 

of 'operation desert storm'. 

However, this American political/military pre

eminence is not matched with corresponding economic 

preponderance. In this respect, as Ali Mazrui has 

noted, the global power structure is tripolar: The 

Dollar bloc, built around the USA and including 

Canada and the rest of the Americas; the Deutsche 

Mark b_loc, comprising EÙropean countries wi th Germany 

as the leader; and the Yen bloc comprising the far 
· . · 44 

Eastern countries with Japa~ as the·leader. 

However, the whole. issue of the new world order 

·· being politically/militarily unipolar and economically 

tripolar arises only if the world is viewed as being 

·shaped primarily by indivïdual·countries. But if 
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the world is vie.wed, instead, as·being shaped 

primarily by blocs of states, then the three economic 

power centres (.the USA, Germany and Japan) .would 

actually belong to one bloc (Indeed, they all belong 

to the group of seven industrialised Nations). In 

which case, the new world order is essentially unipolar 

with the western, industrialised countries led by the 

USA (and including Japan) dominating the rest of the 

world. 

This. conception of the worl6 seems to be more 

useful especially.for the purposes of this study which 

takes Africa as one bloc. It is à1so more useful in 

the sense that it permits a.better understanding of 

the principal contradiCtions·in the world today~ For 

instance, there can not be said·to be a principal 

'contradiction in the relations bètween the USA and 

Germany. In contrast, the relations between North 
' . . 

(l'Jo~th America, Europe., and Japan) and South (Africa, 

Latin America, and most of Asia) constitute a principal 

contradiction in this new,world order. As the 
. . 

Indonesian Prime· MinisterSuharto has noted, domina-

tion of the North over the South looms large as the 

main unresolved issue in the new world order. 45 . Tt 

is the primary contradiction in this new world order. 
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The relations between the North and Africa also 

constitute a principal contradiction in this new woFld 

order - as it _has always dohe.· .The development of the 

countries of the North has, to a large extent, been 

predicatèd on the underdevelopment of the countries 

of Africa. With the emergence of a new world order 

this has:been made worse as the inflow of capital from 

the North to Africa_has been drastically·reduced, most 

of it now being channelled to the countries of eastern 

E0rope and th~ fbrmer so~iet Union. 

A second contradiction ·that charac~eriies th~ new 

world order is that between the logic of the state and 

the logic ·of the market. 46 
The logic of the state is 

. going on side,-by-side with the logic of the marketa 

The logic of the state is manifested in the insistence 
- . 

on preservation of national boundaries, on preservation 

of national consciousness. This is evidenced in 

this new·world order by the rise, worldwide, of 

nationalist sentiments and the incr~ased agitation 

worldwide for self-determination and independence of 

nationalist and ethnie groupings;·as well as in the 

actual break-up of :several countries along nationalist 

or ethnie lines. For instance, the former soviet 

Union and Yugoslavia. ·. 
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In contrast, the logic of the market has two 

inter-related corriponents: firstly, the movement of 1 

capital. to wherever i t can extra·ct surplus value 

evidenced in increasing economic globalisation;- and 

secondly, ·· the movement of labour acr:oss national 

boundaries to·wherever job opportunities existas 

evidencèd in the increase in migration (especially 

from Eastern Europ_e_; North Africa, and Latin .America 
. . 47 

to westE;!rn Europe, North America, and Japan) • . 
A third contradiction characterizing the ne~ 

world order is one between (economic) integration·and 

(political) fragmentation. worldwide, there is a 

drive towards integration. The countries .of western 

Europe are headed for full monetary union in December 

1992 and there are moves to incorporate. the countries 

of the former eastern .bloc including the former Soviet 

Union in the Union. In July 1992, the USA, Canada, 

and _Mexico signed an agreement bringing into being a 
' 

North American free trade area. With a population 

of over- 350 millio·n, i t surpasses United Eu;rope as the" 

largest single market· in the world. ·Africa is also 

working towards integration, thou'gh notas enthusias

tically as .the countries of.the North: African 

countries have .signed · 'a treaty to establish an 
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African Economie commuhity. 

Side-by-side wit~ the drive towards (economic) 1 

integration is the incidenci of (political) fragmen

tàtion. As a result of arise in·ethnic and national 

assertiieness, there is an increase ~n political 

fragmentation as evidenced. in the number of countries 

that have either broken up or tehding towards .break-up: 

the former s·ovi,et ·Union, Yugoslavia, czec·hosl9vakia, 

Canada, Ethiopii, etc. Thus, as Jowitt has noted, 
. . 

there is 11 emerging worldwide conflict between libera-

lly orient.ad 'ci vies' and insula:r 'ethnies', a· conflict 
' . 

that directly ·calls into question the value and 

status of liberal demo~ratic individualism even in· 

t.h t. 48 . e wes • n Thus,· obliteration of the nation-state 

is happening side-by-sidé'with arise in nationalism. 

Yet ahother development, contradictory to the 

fragmentation of states, is evident: the fusion of 
. . 

states. This has·.led to t~e disappearance of two 

states - East Germany and South ·Yemen. 

Thus, nthe. collapse of Soviet power h9-s also had · 

the opposite effect - of removing the support for 
· .· . . . . 49 

states previously held to be separate. 11 

A fifth cont:rad~ction in the ne~ world order is 

that between the advance in productive forces and 
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·increased socialîsation of production. The advance in 

·productive forces. is brough:t about by an advance i.n tech-: 

.nological.know-how. As a result, the production of goods 

and services· is now done more efficiently. 

In contradiction to ·this is the increased socializa

tion of p~oduction involving increased social division of 

labour and specialization. This contradiction has led. to 

a situation of stiff ècqnomic competition for inarkets 

.which in turn has led to a further impoverishment of the 

c.ountries of the South sin.ce the y cannot compete wi th 

the countries of the North. As. a result of this increased 

ma~s poverty, the world is actually more ins~cure in 

this new worJdorder than it was during the cold war. 

At the dawn of the new world order, the then United 

Nations secretary-General, Javier Ferez de cuellar, had 

declared thatwith the end.of the cold war, and the 

subsequent reduction (or elimination) of the threa~ of 

nuclear war, the world is now more secure. This would 

be true if the threat of nucleir war is considered.the 

greatest threat to world peace. But ~s the 'former 

Commonwealth Secretary-General, Shridath Ramphall, pointed 

out not long·ago, poverty is. the greatest threa~ to world 

peace · bec·ause poverty- is a great source of fear, -and of 

envy · which in turn .. lefl.d men to war. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ISSUES IN AFRICAN DEVELOPIVIENT 

3.~ The Concept of ·Development: 

84 

According to Walter Rodney, · 11development in human 

society is a.many-sided process. At. the level of the 

indi vidual, i t .impli~s increased skill and . capaci ty, 
,' 

greater freedom; creativity, self-discipline, responsi-
. . 1 

bility, and material well-being. 11 

There are different conceptions of developmen:t, 

most having ideological imports. 

Corrventional conceptions of development (~ut·· 

forward essentially by modernisation scholars of the 

industrialised west) seldom grapple with the iss0e of 

d~velopment in its totality; instead, .they focus 

narrowly on economic development_alone. · This conven~ 

tiônal view pf development ~quates it with economic 

growth and ecoriomic well-being .· Thus, i t sees a 

deve;Loped society as one which has attained a high 

degree of industrialisation and ~hich has gone a long 

way in satisfying the.demands·of its èitizens for goods 

and services. 

But~ as Jalloh_has.noted, 

it is possible for a society to satisfy 

the demands fbr goods and services·of 

i ts ci tizens without having to produce 
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these goods and services itself. This 
is the case, 'for example, of the oil

rich countries that canuse their 

wealth to purchase from others those 

goods and services that they do not 

produce. While such colin.tries are 

undoù.btedly weal thy ,. they are far 

from deve loped. In the final analy-. 

sis, they· are dependent on others 

for their well~being. 2 · 

Another conception of development is the basic 

needs approach of M.U. Hag. According -to h.im, 11 develop

~ent goals should ~~- expressed in terms of the 

progressive reduction and" eventual elimination of 

.malnutrition, disease, illiteracy, squalor, unemploy

ment and inequali_tie.s. 11
3 

The problem with this approach as Jalloh points 

.out, is "its one-sidednèss. Concern_with growth 

disappears or is at least minimized and sois ~he 
. 4 

structural transformation· of the economy. 11 

Another approach to" deve.lopment is the one that 

conceives of it as growth with redistribution. 5 

According to this approach, 

development must be concerned with 
' . 

the level and growth of incarne in 

lower incarne groups. Distributional 

objectives therefore cannot be viewed 
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indepen~ently of gro0th objectives. 

Instead, ~hey should be expressed 

dynamic~lly in terms of desired 

rate-s of growth 6f intome of 

different gro~ps.
6 

Jalloh notes that, 

86 

while this definition is a step forward 

compar~d ~ith definitions that equate 

development with growth, structural 

change or the elimination of ·poverty 

alone, it still lacks· some important

elements. These are the capacity of 

an economy to produce a wide range of 

g6ods ~nd servites that its citizens 

demand or need, and the ability·of the 

society to enjoy a certain degree of. 

autonomy · from outside forces. Both · 

are clearly related. 7 

This is where the question of the resource base 

· of a country cornes ·in. But more important is the 
. 

issue.of technologicàl development of a society. A 

developed society has a comparatively high level of 

technological development. 
' . . 

s_amir Amin sees development as a balance in 

sectoral prodùctivity, high linkage among the sectors, 

. 8 
and autonomy of the economy. 

This definition is inadequate because "it is 

possible to imagine~ pre~modern economy with low 
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levels of producti6n and produ~tivity which meets the 

abovè three candi tians ·of dèv~lopm'ènt ~ 11
9 Still such'. 

a s9ciety·· cannot be considered developed relative to 

another with higl'.). levels of production and productivity. 

Secondly, thedefinition "leaves out the humanis

tic element that is invartably behind the concern with 
. , . . 10 

development.11 

In summary, .i-t, is clear that most definition·s of 

development tend to be cine-sided. and incomplete; 

· focusing .as they do, on economic growth. alone. .·rt is. 

true that economic growth, or economic development as 

such (the increase by a society of its capacity for 

· dealirig ,wi th the environ.ment) is an important ·component 

of development.· But it is only a part of it •. A 

more useful def.ini tian of development should be b·roader 

and should include elements of growth, the ability to 

balance domestic consumption and production, reduction 

in.poverty, less inequality, and greater autonomy. 

As BlomstI'om a~d Hettne have noted, nthe ttadi

tional and still far from abandoned thinking on 

development is based on experiences which are specific 

to the western world and ••• the claim to universal 

validity must therefo!'e _be repudiated. A truly 

universal theory of development must reflect the 
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. d 1 . t , f d . ff t . t • Il 11 eve opmen ~xper1ences o 1 eren soc1e 1es. · · 

It is clear that the global dominance of weitern deve

lopment theory is based on intellectual penetration 

·(of the periphery by the core-states).12 Since the· 

laie 1940s, however, this western conception of 

development has been- increasingly challenged; ·first by. 

Latin American·theorists of the dependœncy tradition 

and also by adherents of the Marxist, neo-Marxist, .and 

modern world-system theories. The debate raged through~ 

out the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s and, as one scholàr 

noted then, 11we seem as·far from .a general theory- as 

ever. Indeed, the flood of new_knowledge seems ta 

make generalizations of a kind usefùl for policy 

puiposes in all ~eveloping countries more and.more 

hopeless ~ 11
13 · · Bern~·tein. also arrived at a similar 

conclusion, viz :· "a single body or theory ·about deve-
. . 

lopment is as unlikely to emerge as it is about ahy 

~ther major social theme· engendering political conflict 

d h . . t 11 t 1 d . . . . 1 4 an s arp in e ec ua 1vergenc1es.". . 

Part of the ·difficul ty ·. in arri ving ·at a generally 

accepted the6ry· of deveiopment lies in the subjectivity 

of the social dimehsion (to development) which must 

_pe taken into accàunt. In other words, "development 

· is not merely economtc grow.th, .. i t ~s growth accompanied 
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Accordingly_,. then, "it is perhaps . inevi table that the 

imp·ossibiii ty of using a ceteris pari bus é!-pproàch to 

problems.of development shouid erigender difficulties 
. · ·. :-· · . . · 16 

iri constructing a .un1f 1ed theoret1cal framework. 11 

But 11 it-.is obvious that ·it is not- only t~e 
. ' 

complexity of problems that stand in the way of 

construèting à unified the·ory, but also ideological 

and political differerices.1117 

Thus with the·emergenc~ of a new world ordér 

cha~acterised by a reduction ot ideological and 

polïtical differènces, one·might expect a tendency 

·towards theoretical concensus on development to 

emerge~ The debite may not be over yet and such a 

concensus i~ yet t6 emerge. 

In general, however, development can be ~rop~fly· 

conceived of. ·as comprising five elemerits: high 

·income levels re~~lting from high growth rates;.the 

absence of or a low level of poverty; a relatively 

low degree· of income inequality; the capacity of the 

~conomy ~o produce a wi~e range of goods a~d s~rvices 

to satisfy domestic _corisumption; and a certain.degree 
. 18 

of autonomy. In other ~ords, for a society to be 

considered developed, its economic growth must be 
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internally-generat~d and self-sustaining; its economic 

growth.must be ·participatory - allowing for private 

initiative·· and broad-based peop1e·1 s involvement; its 

_economic growth m~st be distributed well -bene{itting 

all _people; and its economic growth must be sustainable 

- since raising future productiori'may.demand current 

sacrifices. 11 People must be at the centre of human 

development. Development has.to be woven ar.ound 

pe_ople, n~t people around. development. It has to be 

development.of the people_~·by the people, for the 
. 19 

. pe_opl~ •·11 

3.2 Africa: Development or Underdevelopment?: 

As wal ter Rodney has noted ,. 11 every ~eople have 

shown a. capaci ty for independ_ently increasing· their 

ability to live a more satisfactory life through' 
20 exp loi ting- the re so.urces of nature. 11 Every continent, 

_including Africa, took part in the early periods of 

the ext~msion of man's control ·over his environment. 

Thus, 11 development was universal _because the conditions 

leading to economic expansion were universal •. E.very

where,_ man was faced with the task of survival by 

·meeting fundamental material needs; and better tools 

were a consequence of the interplay between human 

beings and nature as -part of the struggle for su;vival. ,; 21 
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Africa was the original home of man and for. a whilè, 

was the focus of·the physical developm~nt of man in 1 

thé early-· period. 

Aithough there have been periods of temporary 

setbacks, the general trend worldwide has been 

towards increased production and the inqrease in 

quantity of goods was associ~ted· with change in quality 

or. character of society. Thus, as various :socièties 

developed; the fo~ms of social relations within them 

changed. The ·nineteenth .ce.ntury .scholar, Karl' Marx, 

articulated this progression. He distinguished. 

several stages of.~~velopment within European history: 

The. first. major stage ·was. communalism. Under 

this mode of production, society was organized into 

simple bands of.hunters. Property was collectively 

owned, work was done in common, and ·the goods of 

society were equitably shared out. 

From the second stage, sciciety was now divided 

into classes: a dç:>minant class and a domina:t.ed·class. 

·The second major stage·was slavery, "caused by the 

extension of domineering elements within the family. 

and by some groups·being physically overwhelmed by 

othèrs.n 22 . Slaves performed various tasks for·tneir 

. masters but their main duty was produc.tion of food. 
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The third major stage was Feudalism under which 

society was- divided into·Feudal Lords and Serfs. T~e 

feudal lords owne~ ~state~ on which the serfs worked; · 

unlike under ,slavery, the·workers were no longer·owned 

by the masters but they were 11 tied to the land" ·of a 

particular estate. 

The .fourth major stage·was capitalism. Under 

this mode of production; factories now replaced agri

culture as the majo·r .producèr of weal th. The dominant 

class, the BourgeoTsie exploits. the. labour of the· 

dominated class, the proletariat, which labour is· now 

a commodity to be bought and sold. 

Karl Marx then predicted that a fifth stage, 

socialism, would corne about in which the principle of 

economic equity which obtained under communalism, 

would be restored; There woul~ be a dictatorship of 

the working class, the proletariat, over the rest of 

society~ This stage of socialism would then tr~nsist 

to the stage of communism which would be a·classless 

soci~ty and in wbich the guiding principle 6f society 

.would ·be: 11 From each according to his abili ty, . to 

each according to his· ne.ed. 11 

An important point to note about the concept of 

development is that it is a~ways used as a relative 

. ,, 

·• ,, :·/f ;;\i,j· 
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concept. A country is developed or underdeveloped 

relative to some other country ·(or countries). This 1 

means that different countries or soci"eties cari be 

:compared developmen_t-wise and, for the same country-, 

its different epochs -can also be compared. 

It is a fact of history that, left on their·own; 

differant sociities have developed at differerit rates. 

It is difficul t ·to exp lain exact_ly why this is so; 

. however, as Rodney offers., 11 part of the answer lies 

· in the environment in which_human groups evolved and 

part of it lies in.the 'superstructure' of humé3.n 
·. 23 

soci1Sty.11 

Rodney explains further, 

as human beings battled with the 
material environment, they created 
f'orms of social relations, fo-rms of 
governme?t, patterns.of behaviour 
and _$ystems of bèlief which together 
constituted the superstructure -
which was nev.er exactly the same in 
any two societies. Each element in 

. the superstructure -interacted wi th 

other elements in the superstructure 
as well as with the material base. 
For i~stance, the political. and 
religious patterns affected each other 

and were often intertwined. The 

religiou~ belief that a certain forest·· 
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was sacred was the kind of element in 

the-superstructure that affected 

.economic activity since that forest 

would not .be cleared for cultivation. 

\vhi1e in the final analysis the break

through to a new stage of human develop-
. . 

mentis dependent upon man's technical 

capaci~y to deal with the environment, 

it is ~lso to be borne in mind that' 

peculiari~ies in the superstructure 

of any given society .have a marked 
24· impact on the rate of development. 

There is gen~ral agreement that Africa is under

developed. The evidence of this is in the relative 

poverty of African countries; dependence of their 

economies on those of the North; relatively low life 

expectancy at. birth; high.infant mortality rate; high 

illiteracy lèvels, among other factors. There is, 

however, disagreement as to what brought about the 

underdeve lopment; there· is disagreement as to why 

Africa is underdeveloped •. 

The traditional,·western vie.w is that Africa is 

underdeveloped because.of low rates of productivity,. 

high 1·eve ls of social waste ~ .. and · ineff iciency. Thus, . 

while .the "modern high.,-technology worker ( in the 

developed North)-. pr.oduces a grea:t deal in eight hours, 
.. 

(the African) worker produces less though he labours 
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longer hotirs because he works inefficiently with 

primitive tools and methods.n 25 According to this 

view, political corr~ption, a parasitic social and 

bureaucratie structure and the. failure to make appro

priate investment~ in education, agriculture, and meet 

other preconditions_for development, have impeded 

African ~evelopment. 

But the niost important impediment to development, 

according to conventional western theorists, is a short

age of capital. Thus for them, 11 the_ most basic questi;n 

then, is how and where (African countries) can· 

raise the capital necessary to inc·rease · productivi ty 

- 26 to lift thems.elves from the. cycle of poverty. 11 The 

fundamental source of capital for all economies is 

production i tself obtained as a·· surplus of production 

"that is saved and invested. Eventually, a 'take-off' 

point to self-:sustaining growth is rea.ched·when gains 

fro~ production becom~ normal <lue to constantly 

rising investment. -. The problem, however, is that 

. this take-off point is reached only under conditions 

of rapid capital accumulation. But this has not been 

possible in Africa due to poverty itself and due to 

inefficiency and ~a~te - excessive military expendi

tures, luxury consumption, official corruption, etc. 
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According to this conventional. view, the solutibn 

to· ·shortage of capital in A_frica - and to underdevelop-
. . 

ment as such - is international aid from the advanced 

.countries in the·form of foreign aid, foreign invest

, ment, and technical assistance; and a judicious use 

of such aid under the super-vision of the advanced 

countries • 

. How~ver, the 8:PPlication of these recommendations 

~ver the·years has not led to development in Africa. 

Instead, the underdevelopment of Africa has actually 

deepéried. 

In contrast to this traditional view is,that of 

the mpdern ~?rld-~ystem theory.(and other Marxism

influen6ed theories) which holds that the advanced, . 

. capitalist countries are responsible for.the under-
. . . . . 

devel~pment ·of Africa (and other regions of the south). 27 

,Through a process. of peripheraliZation (incorporation 

· into the .capitalist world economy) which began.around 
' ' ' . . 

. the middle of the·-eighteenth century, the:· I d~velopment 

of underdevelopmènt' in Africa started. The first 
(. 

phase of this peripheralisation terminated around. 

the beginning of the twentieth century. The second 

phase which ensu~d was marked by the use of Afri6a 

as a raw:materials - p~oducing afea supplying the 
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28 industrialised core of the capitalist world system. 

With the.advent ·of a new world order, ·we may 

hav~ entered the third phase of the peripheralisation 

of Africain whi~h-Africa's 'dependent development' is 

· now intensified, and in which the incorporation of 

Africè.. into .the world capi talist system will now, 

presumably,' be made.complete. 

As Walter Rodney points out, 

unde.rdevelopmènt is. not absence of 

development, because every people have 

developed in one way or. ariother and 
-·to a greater or lasser extent. Under
development makes sense only as a means 

of comp~ring levels of development. 
It is ve~y much tied to the fact that· 
human· SC?-c:,ial development ha_s been 
uneven and from a strictly economic_ 

view point, some human groups have 

advanced further by producing more 
and becoming more wealthy. 29 

Rodney further notes· that "modern underdevelop

ment ••• ·expresses ·a particular relationsh:Lp of 

exploitation: namely, the exploitation of one country 

by.another. All of the.countries narned as 'under-. . 

developed' in .the world are exp loi ted by others; and· 

the underdevelopment wi th which the world is n_ow pre

occupied is a product of capitalist, imperialist and· 
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colonialist exp:l.oitati~n."30 

It may not be true that a·11 countries named as 1 

1 underdev_e loped 1 · are exp loi ted: the few remaining. 

societies of the 'external arena 1· (for instance, 

aboriginal societies) may_be considered underdeveloped, 

yèt they are not exploited by tithers. 

However, African societies, like those of Latin 

A~erica and Asia, ·were de~eloping independently ~efore 

· they were hijacked by the capi talist · countr_ies which . 

had.·formed·a world capitalist system earlier. Subse

q~ently, Africa was integrated into thè world capitalist 

-syst~m ~spart of-the dependent periphery~ This led 

to· increased exploitation of Africa by the dominant 
. . . . . 
core and to the_ expropriation and export of surplus 

derived from Africa:by the dominant capitalist 

countries through their trans-national companies. 

This brought about the in~reased underdeve'lopment of 

Africa. ~hus, .the ~ame _mechanisms that produce 

capital iccumulation and development in the core, 

produce economic and political underdevelopment in the 

periphery. 31 ' 32 

Even after attaining flag independence, the 

countries of Africa remainèd economically dependent on. 

the advanced capitalist countries (for technology and 
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finance capital)·. · .The .advanced, capi talist · countries, 

through their TNCS operating in Africa and other 

countries· of the periphery, have continued to exploit 

Africa and ·the other dependent countries of the 

·periphery - a pheno!Ilenon known as neo-colonialism. 

They are able 'to do.this because they have a virtual 

monopaly_over the· means of production. 

-In summary then, there can be said to be two 

s_chools of thoughltwi th regard t6 the undersJ_evelopment 

. ·of -AfriC?a. One, the we·stern, .tradi tional school holds 

that internal factors . are rriostly responsi ble. ·The 

. other. view (held .. by Marxists, modern ·w~rld theorists, 
. .. 

d~pendentistas) ~olds that external factors are mainly 

responsible. The latter view clearly better captures 

the. reali ty. 

J:n recogni t'ioh of their candi tion of .underdeve-
. . ' ' 

lopment,-African countries (alorig with other dependent 

countries of Asià and Latin Àmerica) have been. address

ïng the_ problem employirig four broad strategies: 

·autono~ous or ~elf~reliant development; economic 
. . 

regionalism or regional integr~tion; the formation of 

commodity cartels; and the demand for the creation 

of a new international economic ofder~33 

Und~r the strategy of autonomous_ development, 

:· ! 

;.:' :c.Nc>:/i;;;;;;,;;::cz,r"""'~--~tfilJ 
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two different· sets of tactics have bein-used. One, 

advocated by struc~uralists_ involves placing emphasis 

_on -import:-substi tut.ion, rapid industr.ialization b_ehind 
.. 

high tar·t·ff walls, and reforms· ·of international· insfi-

tutions. This option has been the more commonly 

adopted one. Most African countries have embraced 

this option. However, this option has not been. 

successful as most of th~ industries established-under 

this strategy enjoyed no comparative advantage (over 

those -0f the North) and in the end, high-cost, ineffi

cient iridustrial stiu6tures were createct. 34 

The alternative route to _autonomous devel9pment 

involves lessoning or totally cutting links .with the 

wàrld capitalist system. This route has been attempted' 

.in a few African countries, notably ·Ghana and 

Tanzania-. · Though _some measure of social and economic 

e.qui ty was attained, the strategy could not be said 

·to· have sucdeeded ~s-those countries remained· just as 

underdeveloped •. · 

Regional integra·tion is another strategy employed 

.. by Africa to overcome. underdevelopment. Integration . ' . . ,, . . 

attempts have taken place at the sub-regional level 

in Africa, in East, West, cen~ral and Southern Africa. 

However, 'regional c6nflicts. and economic ri valries 
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amongst the. integra·ting countries have generally under

mined. integration attempts. Recently, ·African 

countries signed an African Economie Community·(AEC). 
' . , 

treaty, · as a first step to economic union. · It remains 

to be seen whether. this will materialise. 

·Another form of regionalism which has been 

erhployed by Afriean countries.is forging special. 

trading-links with the developed countries or a 

particular group ~f developed eountries. An example 

.of this is the Lome convention between the European 

Economie Corrimuqi ty (the EEC) · anq the Afrï°can,. Carribbean 

and Pacifie (ACP) countries which gave about sixty. 

ACP countrie.s preferential access · to the EEC for· their 

commodi.ty exports and. certain manufactured goods •. 

Again this form·of· regionalism had had very limited 

sùccess as·the countries of the.North do not seem · . . 

eager to, offer genÙine assistance to Afri_can countries. 35 

A third type of regi6nalism involves playing 

down North-South trade and forging South-South co

operation. This strategy has·been pursued mainly 

through the 'group of 77' forum. This seems to .be a 

more .bankablè weapon but, so far, i t has not been 

·vigorously and effectivèly applied. Again, this can 

b~ attributed.to :lack of solidarity and rivalrie~ 

among the countries of the South. 
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Th~ third broad strategy employed by Afrîcan 

countrie·s to overcome un~erdevelopment involves trade 

union-type activities as carried on by economic 

èart'els like OPEC, the brganization of petroleurn 

exporting countriE3~. There have been proposals for 

such'carteis to be formed for other cornrnoditieslike 

copper, _tin, bauxite,· etc. OPEC has recorded some 

· measure of success although, with the success of: 

petroleum- ·conservation measures in the west and 

increase in the number·of. hon-OPEC oil producers, the 

power· of.OPEC has ~een soméwhat blunted. 

Finally, Af~iban countries have tackled· their 

underdevelopment through conference-type arrangements. 

It wàs atone of such conference arrangements - the 

United Nations Conference on trade and development, 

UNCTAD - that the call for a new internattonal ·economi,c 

order, NIEO, emerged. Through the NIEO, African and 

other underdeveloped countries are seeking the 

following: a restructuring of international trade 

with a view io shifting the terms of trade in ~a~our 

of the third world. · countries; · to promote processing 

and manufacturing in the third world and to secure a 

guaranteed.mar~et for some of the products; a~d· most 

importan~ly, the tiansference of real r~sources to the 
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· third world through indexing, technical assistance, 
· 36 and technologytran.~fer. 

By the mid 1980s, the challenge posed by the 
.. 

demand for an NIEO-had been defeated. One real?Oh 

for this was the re.sistance put up by the western 

countries led by _the USA. Anothèr reason was that the 

countries of the ·south were · no.t uni ted as several 

countries of the ·south pursued th_eir own narrow 

nationalistic interests. The worst offenders ~n this 

regard were some OPEC ·members whb even inve·sted some 
. . 

of their fi~anciai, surplùses in .wê-sterri countries ~37 

All in .. all, then, the strategies. employed by 

African countries to o·vercome their undE?rdevelopment 

ha~e; so far,· not been very effective. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE TMPACT OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER ON 
.AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT 
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The new world order is having·considerâble impact 

on African development. This impact will now be exa

mined under·three broad categories: economïc; political 

and·diplomatic; and.strategic. 

4.1 E~onomic Impact: 

The gl6b~l changes we have witnessed these past 

few years have further entreriched capitalism as the 

world's dominant mode .of production. The dfive world

wide is towards tracte liberalization and deregulation. 

·This trend could be said to·have·begun with the introduc-
. . . . . 

tion of 'perest~oika' in the then soviet Union. 

Initially, 'perestfbika' provided for·modest economic 

reforms involving ~r~vate ownership only in small &cale 

enterprises. subsequently, howev-er, the former soviet 

Union and the-former communist countries of Eastern 

Europe were forced to open up their economies even 

further to foreign investments. 

With the collapse of communism in 1989 and the 

subsequent disintegration·of the Soviet Union in 

December, 1~91, the-.process of incorporation of the 

cènintries of Eastern Europe and the former· Soviet 

Republics into the semi-periphery of the 0orld capitalist 

' 
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system his reached an advanced stage. Russia and other 

member-states of.the Commonwealth_ of Independent sta:tes 

( the CIS) .· have already joined the IMF and the world 

Bank as part of the preconditions for receiving·aid 

from those agencies ·and the countries of the west. 

Even before they joined, the_USA' had pledged a sum of 

·i12,ooo million.ta be channeled to Russia and other 

CIS ·states through the·IMF. 1 It pledged the sum of 

$628 million in direct aid to them plus a large contri

bution .to a stabi,lization fund·· for the Rouble (~he 

Commonwealth's èurrency). It gr~nted-the CIS.states 

most fav.oured nation (MFN) trading status and, for the 

first time ever, pledged to bUy Russian nuclear and 

space technology •. In addition, the group of seven 

(G...:..7) industrialised countries · (of which the USA is a 

part) pledged an additional sum of $24,ooo·million, 

including a sum of $6,000 million as food aid ta the 

CIS to enable it ~uy cereals from the west. 

In ·July 1992, the·IMF Managing Director, Michel· 

consseau, revealed. that $1,000 million out of the , . 

approved $24,000 milli~n had alreadj been made avail

able to Russia~ subsequently, G-7 leaders meeting in 

Munich, Germany also approved credits for Russia and., . 

for the countries o·f. Eastern Europe •. 2 · ·Germany alone, 
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according .to Chancello~ Helmut Kohl, has Bpent the sum 

of over $110,000 million in aid to Eastern Europe and 

. the CIS ~- .· This. consists · of· bath the cost of industrial 

rehabil~tation and 'modernisation of the Eastern part 

of Germany, and_ direct aid to the countries of.Eastern 

EÙrope a.nd the ·c~s. 3 

In addition to the countries of Eastern Euro~e and 

the- CIS which are receiving special .attention from the 

west, the west.led by the USA, is also giving specta~ 

considerati.on to Latin and central American countries. 

In April 1992, th"e Bush administration presente_d to 

Congres~, a proposal for the forgiveness of most of 

the outstanding debt of Latin and Central American 

. _c.ountries 11to er:icourage democracy. n.
4 

In addition,·the world's leading industrialised 

·countries, the Groùp of twenty"'."four (G-24) countries 

(members of th~ organization for·economic co-operation 

and development~ ciECD), meeting.j5T~raha, Albania in 
. . . 

· July 1992, pledged to continue t.o feed Albania, Europe' s 

poorest countr~, u.nti·1··at least next year. 5 

All of the ·above show how undemocratic and biased 

· ·against Africa the new world order is. Since the 

emergence of a new worid ordet, _there has been a 

diversion of western. and-multilateral development aid 

., • ~ -C.t '! 
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from Africa to the countriés of Eastern Europe and the 

CIS. This ~s despite the fact that the countries of 

Africa are the poorest in the world and that they are 

the most severely debt-distressed (see Table A3 in the 

.Appendix); ·and that their economies are in the worst 
6 shape. · Of the forty-one countries classified by the 

world Bank as 'least developed' twenty-seven are 

African. 7. .· 

It is instructive to note, for instance, that the 

G-24 countries have undertaken to feed Albania while 

African.countries like Somalia, Ethiopia and Mozambique 

who are poorer and ·are in deeper crises receive only 

token assistance. The new world order clearly marks 

arise in racism. There seems t6 be a drive to 

integrate all white peoples into the coré of the world 

capitalist system while excluding and discriminating 

against Black Africans. 

To worsen.matters, trnest Stone, a Director .of the 

Intern·ational _Development Association, the IDA, 

declared recently that the Agency ~ which provides. 

Virtually interest-free 16a,ns to the poorest countries 

·- will f~nd it difftcult to raise $18,000 million for 

its next round of aid to the poorest countries. 8 

This is_ because the western, 'industrialised countries 

who f:Iimd the agency are unwilling to provide the funds · .. 
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pref~rring, instead, to·finance the reconstruction of 

· the eàstern bloc countries and the ers. 

Anothe~ aspect of.the new world order that has 

had con~iderable -economic i~pact on Africa is thé drive 

tciwards integration and the emergence of regional· 

economi~ blocs.· The countriès of western Europe are 

headed .for full e_conomic union in December, 1992 and 

arrangements a~e underway ta provide -for associate 

· membership ( in the .. , first instanèe) for the countries 

of Eastern Europe.; . arn:l la ter, for full membership. 
. . . . 

European integration·means complete liberalization 

and deregulation of tracte: there will now be free 

movement of goods and persans and this is expected ta 

ïncrease Eliropean·competitiveness in the world market. 

The countries of·North America, the USA, .Canada, and 

Mexic~have also signed a treaty (in July 1992) est~~ 

.blishing a .North American Free Tracte Area (NAFTA). · 

With a popul~tion of over-350 mill~on, it riv~ls 

Europe.as the world 1 s·1argest single market. 

This means that the. world is now divided_i-nto 

three major economic _z:onè s: _North America ( comprising 

the USA, Canada, ·and Mexico), a United. Europe (.western 
. . .. 

and Eastern Europe and including the ers),. and the 

Pacifie (comprising Japan, Chin·a, Australia,. New 
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.··zealand~ and Asian newly industrialising countries · 

"like Singapore, Indonesi~, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Saut~ 

-Korea, Thailand); on the one hand. And three minor 

areas: 'Africa, the near and middle East, and Latin and 

Central America; .on· the other hand. 9 Within the 

wea~er bloc, Africa is the most underdeveloped segment. 

-·~rntegration (also) means that iransnational actors 

_like m~ltinational corporations and economic cartels 

cari have a powerf~l influence on what happens to 

. · 1·0 ·national states. 11 

Thus,· the increased globalisation of the internn~-:

tional economy has. brought about wi"der and more acute 

competition for scarce resources and markets. 

~·Economies, such as those in Africa, with weak and 

·. ,persisting ·primary structures are being outfaced in 

the competitive·world markets for capital flo0s, tech~ 

1 d d ' . . 11 h. d 1 t no ogy, goo s an· services. T is eve opmen ~ 

along with the challeng~ posed by the rise of regional 

~ornpetition ànd regi6nal politico-military conflicts, 

has· reinforçed the constraints posed by the existing 

yroblem set of the· debt crisis, depressed comrnodity 

,prices, volatility in thè international financial 

_mar~et, .protectionism in· the industrial countries, . 

high real interest·rates, and fiscal and tracte. 
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imbalance s •. 

A major.impact the new world order has had on 

A.fr.ica, then, · is inèreased loss of econo,mic sovereignty 

by African cüuntries as they are·increasingly·forced 
. . , . . 

.. to take directiies and accept programmes formulated by 

western-dominated IFis like.the IMF and the World Bank. 
' . . . 

·This is·because ther~ is a gap.between the resources 
... 

Africa needs for its economic recovery and the actual 
.· 12 

· · fund·s that are available locally. · African. countries, 

·therefore, need io obtain financial assistance from 

abroad. In the past, they could count on some low- · 

· intereit or {nterest-free loans from the former Sovièt 

Union ~nd other eastern bloc. countries; but wi th th_e 
' ' . . . 

economic difficulife~ these countries are faced with . . 

such that they themselves requlre aid, financial aid 

to Africa.from the eastérn bloc has simply vanished. 

Afri~an coÙntries ·are, therefore, forced ta depend 

solely on the west for development assistance. This 

has gïveri the west the incre.ased leverage ta dictate 

to African countrie.s · what economic policies to adopt. 

For instance, early in 1992, in Thailand, American 

officials meeting with Nigerian officials insisted that 

the Nigerian tovernment devalue the Naira further such 

that its official exchange rate will be .in tune with 
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the unofficial (i.e. black market).rate, as a precon

dition. fo~ further aid and rescheduling of debt.· In, 

March, ·1992,. Nigeria carried out this 'directive'. 

It is also remarkable to note that ·while the j>,JSA 

and it~ ~estern allies are {nsisting that African 

countries remove all tracte tariffs and other barriers 

(acc~rding to them, so that there will be fr~e competi-

. tion which will in turn b.ring. iü ·comparative advantage 

and encourage efficiency in the African economies), 

they·thems~lves are increasingly practicing .. protectio-

. nism in ielation·to.African.goods. It is.true that 

these weste.rn countries p·ractice protectionism in 

relat~on to themselves (USA vs. Japan and USA vs. EEC) 

but thi.s is normally a question of; how much protec

tionism? And they"always iron out their differènces 

ul timately. 'v!i th regard to AfTièa, however, the west 

is now irtsisting on total removal of.barriers. 

Even.before the new world order took perfect 

shape, most African countries had, by 1986, been 
. .. 

forced ,by dire ec.o'nomic strai ts to accept debili tating 

. IMF. and World Bank -:-· prescribed Structural adjustment 

Programm.es (SAPs) .• 

The common feature of the IMF and world 

Bank programmes.is that loans are made 

only if governments agree to make the 
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required ch~ngis to their economies. 

These changes are often very wide-. 

·rang{ng·and _affect most_areas. of 

governrnent policy. Governments are 

·give~ specific targets such as ·howmuch 

credit should be available, what wage 

increases are allowed~ or what the 

interest rates should be. This is 

known as 1 conditionality 1 •
13 

. -
In effect,. the country loses sovereignty as it is 

. . 

for~ed to implement ~con6mic policies that, in the long· 

run, are, not in ·1 tà intere·st. These SAP policies 

include devaluation of the·country's currency; priva

tisation of staie-Q~ned epterprises; and re~oval of 

stibsidies. · But, as official figures of the World Bank. 

and the UNDP rev~al·, rather. than boost exports arid 

lead to-an increase in the gr9wth rates of GNP, GDP 

and per capita do~estic investment and incarne, these . . 

growth rates and volume of exports have either 

. stagnated ·or actually declined (see Tables 1 ,2,3,4,· 

· ·and 6. fqr the yea;s 1985 to 1988 and. Tables A.·2, A. 6, 

A. 9 for the. years 1988 to 1990 in the· Appendix). 

Equally of conc~rn is the precarious debt profil~ of 

the continent. The· amount owed by the continent 'in 

1989 has increase~ drastically over the 1985 figtife 

and ~t least sixteen African countries owe more than 
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their respective· GNPs (see· Table A.3). Mozambique, 

· the poorest and most aid-dependent country in the w0rld, 

owes an amount that is almost six times its GNP. 

The continent has also been recording a deficit 

in balancé of pay~ents for much of the pe~iod sitice 

1985-(see Table 5). 

It .is true that this trend, the general economic. 

decline o~ Afric~, began before the advent of a new 

wprld ordei and the introduction of the structural 

. ~djustm~nt programmes;_ but the crisis has cle~rly been 

deepened ·by the advent of a new world order and the 

introduc~ion of· SAPs. It is also true that there ~re 

a few African countries ·(Bo.tswana, Mauritius, Cape 

Verde, Libya, Algeria, Gabon, Swaziland) that,escape 

this dismal economic pictùre; but these are exceptions 

to the gE:neral rule. Most African countri.es arè. in 
. ' . . 

economic·crises of alarming depth,· made even deeper. 

by the emergence -~f ~ new wotld order that has. meant 

falling_ prices of primary exports; increased exploita

tion bj TNCs (since· they (African countries) ·have been 

forced to fÙrther ~iberalize their.es;onom{es); 

d_eclinirig investment and foreign aid (as the countries. 

of the _'North' channe·l their investmen.ts and aid to 
.. 

'.Eastern Europe· and .the cis) ;. and- a generally · hostile 
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iriternational environment for poor, dependent and 

underde.veloped economies. Compared to the other under-
• 1 

developed_regions of the world (Latin and central 

America,_ and much of ·Asia), Africa is worse off. and 

the gap is widening (see Tables). 

Yet another fall-out from the new world order is 

the increased incidence of Brain dr~in from Africa. 

Africa i~ losing so~e of its best brains t6 the 

countries of the 'North' as increased poverty on the 

continent forces µnder-remunerated skilled manpower to 

seek better conditions of work in the advanced, 

.. ·t 1· t . t · 14 cap1 a 1s coun ries. · -

·bn the agg~egate, then, the new world order with 

its entrenchment -of the capitalist mode of production 

as the dominant mode of production in the ·wOrld system, 

and the str~ngthe~ing of the TNCs as the pre·-eminent 

actors in the world system,. has been having · adverse 

economic effects on the Afritan continent. 

4.2 Political ~nd Diplomatie Impact: 

A major paradox or. contradiction that character~ 

ises this new world order is thàt while the pre~eminence 
- . 

of the USA has led toits cherished political ideal of 

liberal, multi-party democratic principles being 

ado~~ed 0orldwi~e, the world. system itself has become 

more undemoc:catic and sectarian. It is more 
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undemocr~tic in the sense that the main organ of 

. international decision-making and action, the United 

·Nations, .has · been · virtually hijacked by the USA ( and 

· it_s western ·allies-) •. The USA, as the sole superpower 

in the world tod~y, together with its allies in the 

UN security council, Great Britain and France, is able 

to force its decisions on the other members of the UN. 

The Soviet Unioh which used to present opposition to 

the·USA in the Security council has disi!_ltegratect·and- · 

Russia, the succ·essor permanent member in the Securi ty 

council' is· in such economic cris.is that i t .is now 

economically dependent on the west and can, ther~fore, 

not constitute a coùntervailing force to the USA. For 

the same reason, sobialist China cannot, also, provide 

a counterweight to US power .. ·For instance~ in. March 

· 1992, thè USA and Great Britain tabled before the UN 
. . 

security èouncil; a resolution to impose economic and 

~ther ~anctions on Libya for its failure to hand over 

for trial in the west, tw6 Libjans accused of terrorist 

bomb attacks on we~tern Airplanes. China thre~tened 

to veto the anti-Libya motion in the Security. council 

but the USA threafened to cancel China's Most lravoured 

Nation (MFN)· trading status if it did so. China· 

baèked down. 
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Further evidence that the· world system has become 

more undernocratic · and b.iased against African and ottl.er 

uhderdeve·loped countries is the fact that the. UN 

secretary-General, Boutrous Boutros-Ghali~ has embraced 

the a'genda of the west ( 'peacekeeping') rather· than 

that of the South (third world economic development). 

This is reflected in the fact that shortly after 

issuming office in January 1992, he abolished several 

departments, two-thirds of which deal with third.world 

development. · In contrast, he established two new 

· departments to strengthe~ peacekeeping. Inspite of 

the fact that he gave the ifidication, on assuming 

office, .that he mai· exercise the powef (granted him 

by the UN charter) to raise the issue of poverty in 

the South as a threat to world security, he has not 

done so. This is because ·he is playing according to 

the dictates of the dominant western powers l~d ·by the 

USA. It ·is true that some of the calls · for democrati

zation of the UN decision-making process have corne also 

from countries of.the North (In January, 1992, Japan, 

supported by India, .called for a hew composit~on of 

the UN Security Council because according to them, the 

present composition no longer reflected the ·reality 

of 1992 but that of 1945. Japan, of course, i~ smart-~ 

·ing because it is not .included in the UN security 
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Council): 5 . But this conflict within the western· bloc 

can be considered a secondary pne. The primary con~ 

tradiction today in the UN.decision-making process is 

between North and south. 

In tontrast t~-the increased undemociitit nature 

of the world system,. is the increasing institution of 

multi-party democracies worldwide. In virtually all 

regions of the world, the new world order has brought 

in.its wake, a movement away from totalitarianism and 

towards multi-party democracy. In eastern Europe and 

th<;; former soviet Union, the former communist regimes 

have ~ollapsed; the same trend is noticeable in Latin 

and Central America;·A:(rica has not been left out: 

· · 11riearily three...:fourths of the . 47 countrie s South of 

the Sahara are in various stages of pblitical libera

lization. The few notable hold-outs include Kenya, 

l\1alawi, and those state.s °iike ·Liberia, . Soma lia; and 
. 16 the Sudan that are 'embroiled in civil wars. 11 This·· 

political liberalizatiori has .involved sot:.e.or all of 

the.following: the release of political prisoners; 

Teducing controls.on the media; legalizing opposition 

political parties; redrafting constitutions and holding 

national elections. 

A major reason for this move. away from totalita

rianism in the new world.order is that the western 
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.powers who now exercise hegemonic economic power over 

the globe (individually or :through_ IFis they control) 

now attach 'political conditionalities' as part of the 

prerequisites for the granting of loans. Given the 

severe economic crisis in which most -African countries 

àre, they normally have -no .choice but to accept the 

damands.for political reforms. 

Pressure from within African countries has also 

cpntributed to this tren~: the·international climat~ 

has emboldened civil and human rights groups within· 

African countries even in such one-party or totalita

rian ~tates .were~ previously, they dared not raise 

_their voices in agitation... Exemples of such countries 

include the Republ:1c of Benin, zaire, Togo and Kenya. 17 

Thus, the era.,6f personal rule arid one-man or 

one-party dictàtorships in· Africa seems to be passing. 

Many totalitarian regimes have fallen: the nineteen 

year old Marxist· regime of Mathie~ Kerekou fell in 

April 1991. Due to pressure from western- b.acked _ 

pro-democracy ·agita~ors, he was forced to recognize 

opposition political parties and permit democratic 

elections in w~ich he was defeated by Nicephore Soglo. 

In Zarnbia, the.·twenty-seven year old one-party. 

government ·of Kenneth Kaunda fell when he was de_feated 
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in multi-party elections in 1991 by Frederick Chiluba. 

In Ghana, the ban on political parties was lifted ip 

May 1992 ,. after an eleven year ban. In the 
. . . 

Cameroons, ·Togo» Eihiopia, and the sen~gal, multi-

party political frameworks have been instituted. · 

This Bame trend towarcts· plural democracy is noticeable 

in much. of the re·st of. Africa. ( see Table 1 A) • .Even 

· in _countries like Zaire, Kenya, and- Malawi where one-. 

party or one-man dictatorships are proving resilient, 

the dictatorships.therein bave been îorced to·make 

concessions as human rights groups continue to.agitate '. 

for political reforms. 
. ' 

While the democracy/totalitarianism paradox 

which characterized the old world order seems to be 

dying down~ a new contradiction seems to have emerged 

wi th the new wbrld C?rder: one qetween inte.grati6n and 

fragment~t"ion. In the eastern Èuropean countries and 

in the CIS, forces of fragmentation are battling 

igairist forces of integration. In Yugoslavia, all 
· the 

but two. of{former_ six .. constituent Republics ( Croati_a, 

.Slovenia, Macecto·ni~, and Bosnia-Her.zegovina) have 

declared independence .. Only Serbia and Mentenegro 

. remain (as Federal Yugoslavia) as the .integrat~6nist 

· forces. .In Bosnia-Hez.ergovina, Serbs . .who make up. 
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one-third of the population are opposed to independence 

and are fighting Muslims and Croats who want indepen·

dence. The erstwhile socialist Republic of 

Czechoslovakia was on 1.7th November, 1989,·renamed 

'the czech and Slovak Federal Republic'. to assuage 

ethnie tensions between the czechs and thé Slovaks. 

But these tensions have not completely disappeared. 

Only recently, the combin~d parliament narrowly failed. 

· to attain the majori ty required to spli t the country .. 

Of course, the former soviet Union disintegrated in 

December, 1991 into its fiftean constituent ·re~ublics. 

Evén in '//estern Europe, long..:..standing nationalist 

Conflicts still su.r.viV.e. In th~ United Kingdom, the 

Irish Repub~ican Army.in Northe~n Ireland is still 

conducting its campiigri against the British Government •. 

In Spain, Basque Separatists are still fighting for 

their independence. 

In çanada, .Quebec province .separatists; in 1991, 

only narrowly failect·to ichiev~ ·their goal when they 

lost ·in a provincial referèndum to decide whether the 

·province' should declare independehce from canada or 

not. ·To compensa.te. the Que becois, on 22nd August, 

1992, an agreement was signed recognizing Quebec's 

dist'inct status; giving it a veto over future changes· 
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to federal institutions and the creation of new provinces; 

gi~ing it pciwers over mining, tourism, housing, rec~ea

tion, regional development, municipal affairs, job 

training, and forèstry; and guaranteeing it 25o/a of the 
. . . . 18 

seats in the House of Commons. 

Side-by....:side ii1i th this. fragmen_tationary tendency 

is one of integration as evidenced in the re-unification 

of east and west Germany on 3rd October, 1990 .. ·It is, ~ 

however, obvious fr6~the comparative_ spreads of the 

two tendenci~s thgt fragmentation~s the dominant of 

the two tendencies. 

Although the integration/fragmentation paradox 

has not been v~ry pronounced in.Africa, it is nonethe

iess noticeible. Long-standing secessionist movements 

( in EthÎopi.a Soma lia, etc) are- still campaigning for 

iridependence. New secessionist movements have even 

spr~ng up (for instance in the Senegal, in Mauritania 

0here Tu~regs to the North are fighting f6r indepen

dence). 

Oni issue that has been thrust onto a promineni 

position on the global agenda since the adven_t of. a 

new world otder is· the issue of environmental degra

datio~~ Everybody (the countries of bath the 'North' 

and the 'South') agrees .that environmental degradation 
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is a matter ·for concern and that the problem should 

be addressed. VIhere there is no agreement is on 

who is .contributing more to the creation of the problem 

. and who should bear the· 1arger responsibili ty ·of 

solving the proble~~ The North accuses the South of 

contributing moie to the problem through its indi~cri~ 

minate deforestation practices which destroys 

biodiversity. The South, ·in turn, accuses the Nofth 

of being more at fault· by contributing more to carbon 

dioxide, .co2 , emmis~ions which depl~te the. ozon~ 
·. 19 · 

layer. · 

The UN confer.ence on the environment and develop

m~nt (otherwise called the Earth Summit~ held from 

June 3 ·to June 12_, 1992., was a showcase for this 

e~vironmental politics. There was concensus at the 

sµmmit that for the South to preserve its biodiversity,: 

it would require financial assistance ~rom the 

countries of the North since it is in. economi'c· crisis. 

It was agreed that the sum of $60Œ,OOO ~illiori per 

anhum was r~quired to preserve the environment and 

that the develàped world would have to contribute 

%125,000 milliori of that amount. 20 The North, led 

'by the USA, refused to make that financial commitment. 

The total amount they. pledged·was a pïttance compared 
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to ·the required ainount: the USA pledged a total sum 

of $325 .million-while Canada pl~dged $25 million. 21 , 

the Bus~·government also ,refused· to consider cutting 

back .on the production of ~o2 from industries because 

it would require the loss of .jobs in the USA. 22 

Finaliy, · the US prE;.sident refused to initial the·· 

Biodiversity treaty that· sought_to provide money to 
. ' 

underdeveloped countries towards the preservat~ori of 

· biodivers_i ty. . According to. him, the treaty is biased 

in faveur· ·of the countries of the South. 

Thus, at the .. end of the Summi t, al though the 

countries of tl).e South (which includes Africa)-were 

· able to stave off-the·attempt by the North to make 

them pai for environmental problems they are not 

primarily responsible for, they.failed to extract the 

requisite financial obligation (to fight environmental 

degradation) from the North. 

In ~ffect, the agenda of_ the North, rather than 

that of the South, w~s adopted reflecting once again, 

the undemocratic ·nature·of the new world order. 

Yet another issue that·has gained currency in· 

the new worl~ ord~r is the call for reparatioris 

and ~estitutions by Africans (bath on the continent 

and in ~he:Diaspora).· The call is predicated .on the 
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:fact that the countries of.Europe colonised Africa 

for -centuries during which tirne they plundered and 
1 

pillaged.th~ continent•s resources, both human and 

material. Africah leaders ar~ now demanding financial 

·compensation for.this.plunder. The OAU has officially 

given its backing to the campaign by establishing a 

Group of em.inent. persans( GEJV wi th the Nigerian 

. businessman, M.K .O. Abiola.., and the former Director

General of Ul'JE~CO_,.Dr. Amadou M'bow of the Senegal_,as 
. 23 · the co-chairmen. · -··' 

The call for reparations may well be justified: 

people who were robbed should be compen~ated.· But a 

closer examination of the call shows it to be an 

attempt at politicising ~thnicity at the international 

level •. This is so because the call divides the world 

into the whites who colonised Africa, and the Africans. 

The .call tries to present the White/Black contradic-

.. tion as the primary one in the international system 

today. It is a. contradi6tion but only a subsidiari 

one. Tf the campaign for reparations was being 

championed by people from the ranks of the ma·sses 

of Africa, it would be more credibl~; but the peo~le 

championing the reparations campa_ign are· members of 

tpe African comprador Bourgeois cl~ss who, as Stooges 

of the Bourgeois clà.s~ of the.core capitalist states, 
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are· helpi_ng to· preserve and sustain the neo-colonial 

r~lationship of exploitation and domination of the 

North over Africa and the·rest of the South. 

Thus, the present campaign for reparatio~s serves 

to camouflage the international class struggle _so 

·that the internati6nal contradiction is seen in terms 

of race rather than in terms of .classes. This 

racial conception, of course, is misleading because 

i t does not capture. the .. international picture 

accurately. For instance, the Arabs were allies of 

the colonisers as slave dealers. Today, howevêr, 

the y are part. of the. exp loi ted .'Smith! • 

Equally importantly~ some of the whites, the 
. . . . 

work;ing class whi tes, _actually have more affini ty of 

interests with working class Africans. In the· same 

way, the.African Comprador Bougeois.class (including 

those championing the·reparations campaign)· have more 
. . . . 

affini ty of inter.e~ts wi th the Bo~rgeoi.s ·c_lass of 

the core caritalist $tates -than with their fellow 

Africans of working cl~ss l~vel. It is, therefore, 

mor~ useful to ~iew the international arena in terms 
. . 

of the class strugtle (b~tween. the working classes· 

and the Bourg~oisie) ·rather than in terms of racial 

str:'uggle. 

On ~he whole, ·then, the new world order is 
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having considerable political impact on Africa. The 
' ' ' 

more undemocratic nature bf the world syste~ has been 

affectin~.Africa adversely. However, paradoxicaliy, 

the. ascendancy of_ the USA and. i ts plural democratic 

icieals. has· spurred democratic changes wi thin individu_al 

.African-states. This cbntiadiction and the difficulty 

it entails was captured by OAU Secretary-Generé!,l, 

Salim AhmedSAlim when he warned in June 1990 that 

. 11 while Africa must democratize, our efforts will be 
. -

hamstrung by the nondemocratic international economic 

( and political) s.ystem in which we operate. 11
24 . 

The _democratic changes constitute a w~lcome. 

dèvelopment. It has led to atte"mpts (within the 

broader movement for·democracy) to undo •networks of 

opprèssion' to _be found in African countries in the 

economic, cultural, and religious spheres. Onè 

e·xample of this ·is to be found in the rights. of 

women. · Women have, generally, been weakly rep~esentèd 

. in African politics. 'But since the dawn of 1 thè 

·. democrati.c moment' , ttwomen in some co:untries have 

become alert to. the opportuni ties -·that the detnocratic 

movernent gives them to asse!'t their speci,al claims.11 25 

For instance, in Niger, 11 a public demonstrat'ion- by 

.women (there) erisured· that they_would be given 
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adequate representation on the committee that planned 
.· · . 26 

the national conference.11 

4~3 strategic Impact;· 

The end of the cold war, the end of ~he arms 

race, the end of ·the strategic·competitton between 

· east and west ~ is t.he major event that heré).lded a new 

world order~ The ·talk of the global town now·is. on 

how ta utilize the peace dividend (from the· end of 

the cold war). In this regard, there has been · 

consideration on how ta· bring about a transformati6ri 

in the 0o~ld itr~tegic order from~'arms central' into 

. a _' world securi ty· system'. 27 The 1.armJ central' 

r~gime, which held s0ay from J945 and still persists, 

involves potentiel adversaries .negotiating limitations 

.. on.the quantity and quality.of a~maments (under which 

they agree to provide infor~ation.and. ta have it 

verified) while maintaining considerable military 

forces .. 

.. 

But th~ perceived 'world securrty 
system' would bè based on mutual 

contr61 ~overing all kinds of nuclear, 

qonventional, chemiçal and biological 

weapons (and) assumes that: 

For. arms of. this. type., all nuclear 
countries, inc·luding China, agree to 

participate in an arms central regime~ 
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which is far from being.th~ case; 

the third world countri~s agree 

to participate in .a control regime 

which; to date,. extends only to the 

countries of the North; 

the rich countries agree to pay the 

very high price of world economic 

d . 1·. t t· 28 an socia in egra ion. 

Of course, the countries. ~f the North have 

refu~ed to pay the price of world economic and social 

integI'.ation·. 

'The rtew world order has engendered ~trategic 

changes iri Africa. The decisive factor that has led 

·.to ~hese changes in Africa is·the collapse of soviet 
. . 

power. Consequent upon its weakening, the then 

soviet Union withdrew· from. are~s in Africa where it 

previously flexed muscles against the USA. The 

withdrawal of the soviet Union from such areas has 

left the USA unchallengeq_ and enabled it bring 

about changes ~t desires, ~nd to instal governments 

and regimes sympathetic .toits cause .. For instance, 

in Ethiopia, the ·usSR (and its allies Yemen.and 

cuba) s.topped. ~inan.cia,l and mili tary support for 

the Marxist governrrient .of Mengistu Haile Mariam 

thereby enablin~'a. u.3.-backed coalition of rebel 
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groups (the Ethiopian peoples' Revolutionary. 

Democr.atic Front, EPBDF, led by Melesse zenawi) to ; 

overthrow it in June 19.91. Also, following a'New York 

accord between the USA,·Angola, south-Africa and Cllba, 
. . 

Cuban troops were withdrawn from Angola in July 1991 
. . 

paving ihe way f6r fre~ multi-pa~ty elections in 

September 1992; just what the US-backed UNITA -rebel 

group had been fighti0g for for 17 years. In respect 

of Mozambique, the rebel.RENAMO·leader; Alfonso 

Dilakama, on.3rd October, 1992 in Rome, Italy, sig~ed 

a ceasefire agreement.:.. to enct·16 years of fighting -

with the government of Joachim Chissano. 29 

One might have thought th?t, with the end of the 

cold war, there, will -b~ a t'ed0ctio~ in military 

spending as well és ·a reduction in the incidence of 

armed conflicts worldwide ·including in Africa. This 

has not happened. The defence spending of the US -

led western powers bas remained as high as it was 
· ·_ 3o 

prior to the advent of the new world order. Arms 

· transfers also .· rema.in high. Recently, the USA 

ahnounced it.will sell 150 advanced F-16 fighter 

planes to Taiwan,· the first time the USA will sel1 

·arms to Taiwan·since its switch of.diplomatie 

recognition in 1972 from recognition of Nationalist 
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·china (Tai0an) to recognition of Communist China.31 

One reason for this sustained militarism in American 

(and western) foreign policy ±s pressure from its 

military - industrial complex; The mil~tary

industrial complex in the western countries wants to 

sell_more arms and make more profii. Hundreds of 

thousands_ of jobs are also· dependent on whether or 

. not they make profit. For instance, the fighter 

plane·deal with Taiwan will save tenthousand jobs 

in McDonnel-DouglaB, the company manufacturing the 

fighter planes. 

Thus, whereas the eastern bloc countries have 

been forced by iconomic difficulties to eut back on 

mili tary spending and channel more funds .to economic 

development, reduction in military spending by the 

west has not been witnessed and this is inspite of 

the fact that there have_been attempts at disarmament: 

In 1989, an international disarmament conference was 

held in Kyoto, ~apan under the aegis of the U.N. at 

which_31 countries discussed the non-proliferation 

of nuclear and ch~mical weapons, nuclear test: bans, 

.and confidence-building measures in the political and 

military fields. The conference_~greed that. all 

·count~ies that possess nuclear weapons should reduce 
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their nuclear·potential by.50o/o. 32.. Also, on 30th 

July, 1991, the US president George Bush and the then 

Soviet president Mikhail Gorbachev signed a treaty in 

Moscow for the elimination of long-range nu6lear 

missiles .. : in Europe. 33 

·rt is true that the end of military çompetition 

between east and west haS_led to the end of certain 

~ilitary confii~ts on the African continent~ for 

instance, in· Angola and in. Mozambi_que - but some other 

conflicts have persisted and new ones have even 

surfaced. ·virtually all military conflicts currently 

raging on the African continent are intra-state civil 

strife~ ·rather than inter-state w~rs. countries torn 

by civil strife today include:· Liber~a, somalia, 

Sudan, Ethio~ia, Mau~i1ania, Morocco, and increasingly, 

Sout~ Africa. As· at the end of 1990, 16 of the roughly 

. ,50. African states were. ·engaged in mili tary conflict 

internàlly or wi th their. ne_ighl)ou1:s. Y} And as at 

October 1992, ·14 were at war. 

These conflicts persist. inspite of the em~rgence 

of a new world order because they a~e net ideological 

conflicts •. · Rather, they are mostly ethni.c, racial 

\ or religiouS conflicts and, th~refore, strictly 

speaking, d{d not directly involve the western and 
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eastern power blocs. 

Thus thi new ~orld order has had the effect of 1 

ending the few ideologically-motivated military 

conflicts on the African continent. It has, however, · ~ 

had. li ttle or no impact · oi1 the majori ty of mi.li tary 

conflicts in Afri~a which are ethnically, racially 

or· religiously motivated. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

:5 .1 · Summary and Conc,lusion: 

139 

The new world order which emerged with the end of 

the cold war is an essentia1ly unipolar order character

·iz~d hi the (increased) d6minance of the core capitalist 

countries over the. unçl.erdeveloped · countries of·. the· 

_perïphery of which Africa·is a part. With the collapse 

of·communis.m,·the eastern communist bloc which us~d to 

actas some kind_ of buffer in the exploitation and. 

domination of the South, has been unable to play this 

role às it is itself now dependent on financial aid 

from the core states~ In effect, the eastern bloc 

hàs been incorporated into the semi-periphery of.the· 

capitalist world system (from the position of being· 

~ore of less in the external arena) • 

. The international system is, therefore, more 

sectarian and more·biased against the ·countries of the 

South èspecially against Africa~ The new. world order 

ïs, therefore, having a considerable impact on_African 

development. · So far, the impact has been mixed and 

differing·with respect to various aspects of African 

development. The most profound impact has b·een fel t 

~n the ecdnomic sphere. Here, the new world order 

i 
J ., ~ 

·., 
.·. :/ 

' 1 

'' --
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·has been having a negative impact on African .develop-

. ment •. 
I' 

With the Bmergence of the new world order, Africa 

has b~en ·further integrated into the world capitalist 

system such ·that Africa now· finds i tself 11 under two 

overlapping forms of·international économie domination: 

a world trading system,· now directed by TNCs, into 

which the.continent has been int'egrated for centuries 
' . ' 

as a supplier· .of' raw materials and primary agricul-

turàl prod ucts; and the operations of IFis .. aiming ·to 

stabilize the contînent 1.s declining economies ••• 111 

Thus, ·African economîes, already in crisis 

before the emergence of a new world order, have taken 

a turn. for the wors~. Today, over 60% of the total 

African population 'lives below.the poverty line. 2 

The a:verage growth rate of QNP for the continent has 

dropped from 4.8% between 1960 and 1980 to. less· than 

2~3% ~n the period, 1985 to 1990;·3 and because t~e 

.~verage population growth rat~.is more than this 

fieure., · average per capi ta incarne has actually been 

declining. · ·Thé GNP of Africa a~ a percentage of the 

world total has dropped from 2~7% between 1960 and 

1980 to 1.5% between 1985 and 1990; and as a result 

of a drop in commodity prices, the continent has 
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lost over $60,000 million between 1985 and 1989. 4 . 

The dispari ty in the. distri_bution of weal th between 1 

the core states and Af~ica is, therefore, wider. 

With regard to the political developmertt of 

Africa, the advent of a n~w wo~ld order•has been. 

having·a mixed impact. On the one hand, it further 

disenfranchises African countries.as à unit relative 
. . 

to the coù.ntries of the North. African countries now 

hive little or no say in the U.N., for instance; as 

the ÙSA and its we~tern allies increasingly run·the 

organization virtually as their exclusive property. 

The West has placed its priorities (including 1peace

keeping1) at the top of the agenda and relegated 

Africa's p~iorities (economic development issues) to 

the bottom of the global ~genda. 

_On the other hand, the new world order has spurred 

democratic and human rights movements in Africa and 

l~d to democratic-changes on the continent tha~ have 

made governments generally more accountab1e · to .the . 

people they 4overn• · Incrèasingly, basic freedoms 

·~uch'as the freedom of speech and assembly, .are being 

gÙarantèed .· · 

In r~spect of the str~tegic imp~ct on Africa of, 

the new world orde.r, this has been minimal being that 
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most of the military conflicts in Africa are not 

ideologically-driven. ·Thus, most mili tary con:flicts 1 

in Africa.persist~ 

Generally speaking, however, in the world as a 

. whole ( includin·g in Af:rica), the end of the cold .war 

has led to a reduction in the threat of· war. This 

seems to be reinforced by the global drive towards 

I?lural d·omocrati-c poli tics. As is widely recognized; 

11 one of the few patterns that holds up throughout 

modern history is that liberal democracie~ do not go 

to war wi th. one another .• 11
5 

In conclusion then, the facts presented and 

examined,by this study, have validated thfr hypotheses 

set out for this research work: 

The 'ne0 world order' is having a mixed and 

differing impact on various aspects of African develop

ment; but on the aggregate, it has been adversely 

. a·ffecting African development ( especially economic 

· deve lopment) • 

··Africa's prospects for developing under. this 

new world order are worse than they were in the 

previous world order. 

The new·world order marks a further entrenchment 

of the .capitalist mode of production globally and an 

ascendancy of pro'-.imperialist social forces over those 
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opposed to inrperialism. . It is a continuation of the 

process of peripheralization and underdevelopment ol 
Africa. 

· 5 .'2 Recommi;;ndations: 

Given Africa's.increased marginalisation under 

the new world order, the question arises as to how 

Africa·is to overcome the new impediments placed on 

i ts path. to dev.elopment. What is to be dème? 

The most pr~ssing issue facing Africe todey is 
-

how to overcome its .economic crisis and achieve 

sustai~able economi~ growth. In.Tecognition .&" • .J-" 
O.L 1..ne 

fact that the TNCs are a major source of the under-

development of Africa, it us~d tb be fashionable to 

. açlvoc'ate the nat.ionalisatiàn of the TNCs · and adoption 

of an indigenous' 'self-rel·iant (preferably socialist). 

path to.African development. It is true that the 

TNCs' ~ctivities in Africa are more deleterioes ta 

African development ·than beneficial. This has been 

clearly showrr by empiric~i studies.6, 7, 8 

However, with the emergince of a new.world order 

with its preponderant and all-embracing ~~pitalist 

system, the .suggestion that Africa de-link completely 

·from.the.world capitalist system is rio longer realis

tic. The increàsing. interdependence amongst coùntries 
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and regions of the world can not be overlooked~ 

Besides, as the Tanzanian experience has shown, 

nationalisation of the TNCs is rio-~agic· formuia for 

· _econornic dev_e_lopment. But while a blanke.t nationali

sation of all TNCs in Africa will be ill-advised 

under this new world ordèr, some form of rati·onalisa-

" · tion is e·ssential to control the more deletenous 

activities of the TNCs. rn·thii règa~d, the TNCs in 

the service indus.tries ( Banking, insurance etc) and 

those in.construction should be nationalised since 

. African c·ompanies can pro"'."i.de · these services just as 

effectively. 

·what other measures~ should Africa adopt to free 

itself of this 1 new enslavement' that is the new 

world. order? _ · 

For\Afric~, part bf the answer lies in colie6tive 

self-reliance defined as the pursuit of autcinomous 

.and inward...:looking policies through a common; unified . . . . 

.African front. 

In this regard', the reèent signing of the AEC 

treaty i~ a welco~ê-development. But just signing 

the trea'ty is not $Ufficient •. "Experience • • • has 

taught that the signing of a treaty is no more than 

a p_oli tica1· declaration of intent to pur sue the 
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objective enshrined in the t:réaty. .The signing of a 

treaty of an ·AEC must be recognized as only the fifst 

ih' a ·se~ies of practical steps that Africa must take 

to-~ecoyer lost. grounds. 119 African countries should 
. . 

'now follovr the Euro_pean · example and move to actually-

int~g~ate their ~Conomie~ through, among other measure~, 

·formulating and· adcipting common economic policies 

and adopt~ng a common currency. 

·African countries must jointly chart a path of 

self-reliance by harn~ssing and bu~lding 0n lo6al, 

teèhnological·kn:ow-how since whoever possesses the 

technological know-how for the production of goods 

and· services can be either self-financed or financed 

by. Banks or oth~r.: __ financial ins.titutions. However, 

this suggestion must not be seen as advocacy for 

autarchy but rather as a recommen_dation for a_utarky 

(meaning self-sufficiency). With the increased 

global drive towards integration, Africa must not 

only integrate, but-must also seek to partake 

actively in the wider international community. 

One weapon Africa should use to pursue and 

secure·its interests in the interpational system 

t"oday is the banne:r of fundamental human rights. 

Virtually all intèrnationai·ctocuments anp. conventions 

. ',,', 
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including the 1948 Universal Declaration of! Human 

Rights, rec.ognize norninally, the rights of ·a11 

peopl~s t6 good food, to health, to education, and to 

clothing. Under this banner,· African c ountries., a long 

with other countries of the South, should dernand 

concessions frorn the countries of the North to see 

that these requirements (of health, _food, shelter 

etc) · are .fUlfillecl. Of course, the countries of the 

North m~y, as they have always done, resist these 

demands; and this is why the campaign demands 

unity of ·action not only arnong African countriès but 

among countries of the south as a whole. _This is 

where organizations and groups like the OAU and the 

group of 77 .become relevant. 

The non-aligried movement (the NAM) is also 

r~levant- in this regard. Sorne observers have 

suggested that with the end of the colci war, the NAM 

i~. no longer relevant. This conclusion derives from 

a particular (flawed) conception of the NAM. This 

conception :n_views the. globe as a composite of 

strategic blocs and the NAM as a fluid entity or, 

more appropriately, a soft wood or brittle chip 

floating. between the se sol id h-locs. 111 O It is · more 

useful, however, to view the world as being made up 
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·of. e1nployers and employees. While the employers are 
. . . . . . 

·formed in:to a solid association, the·employees are 

. trying·to~create tracte uni6ns at different leyeis. 

The NAM ·represents one of these:trade unions.in the 
. . 11 

making. 

Thus, through the NAM and other associations of 

the·south, .Africa 6an push for democratisation of the 

international system. •.. Through s_uch fora, Africa can 
•, 

also. push for i ts enormous debt to be c.ancelled by 

the countries of the North. 

The mùch-talked about South-South co-operation 

should also 'be pursued. more vigorously. 

With regard to military/strategic issues, African. 

countries should·'take a.eue from the countries of 

· _ 'Eastern -Europe. and, eut down the.ir mili tary expéndi tures 

so. as to have more f1.mds. for "ecoriomic · developinent •. 

Of course·, J3qm_e A.fri°can gover-~ments may continue 

.with high de-1ence .· spe_ndings -:~n the ground's of · 

1 ensuring inte.rnal security.; In this regard·, they 

\viil-do well to· heed .the advice·of a former world Bank 

Pres·iderit ~ Robert; McNamara, tha.t:, "in a modernising 

society, secur,i ty is not in· mili-ta·ry hardware al though 

i t· I?ay involve. i t ,' •••. , s·ecurïty is development and 

wi thout developme~t .· therè can be no securi ty. " 12 
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Hunger and poverty are even bigger threats to 

internai· security. 

1 48 

All the above recornrnendations must, howe~ei, be 

read as recornmendations · for the _Comprador Bourgeois 

class iri Afriia; suggestions to the Cornprador 

~~urgeais cl~ss regarding how it can extend itself 

· a·~d begin. to aèquire ,al,.ltonomy (from the rnetropolitan 

Bourgeois class). In effect, it is a call for the 

.African Comprador Bourgeois class to becorne patriotic 

and trinsforrn itself ·ta a Qational Bourgeois class. 
. . 

This is a tall order; and giv~n the fact that this 

çlass is profiting frorn the structure of the interna

tional system, it is sornethi~g that is unlikely to 

happen. 

·That is why the only true solution to the African 

.Crisis'iS for progressive, anti-irnperialist forces 

tp intensify the étruggle agai~st the pro-imperialist 

forces· representeµ by the African Cornprador Bourgeois 

class. This can be done by labour ùnions,·student 

rnovern~nti and other progressive forces in all 

.African coui:-1triès. 

When victory ç:,ver the cornprador Bourgeois class 

and other pro-im~erialist forces is won (i.e~ wh~n 

they a~e overthrown), the ~ictcirious progressive. 
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forces can then pursue·.the recommendations made above. 

-Even then, it ~ust.be recognized that the 

· 'Capitalist world system - because it is universal and 

all-embraci ve - impos.es lim-i tations that make i t very 

difficult for ~frica to achieve. development just by 

the. overthrow of local.Comprador Bourgeois Classes. 

The sure~t solution, then, to Afri6a 1 s development 

problems iè a transformition of th~ capitalist world 

System to a socialist world system. This means 

tbat the struggle of the working classes, of. 

progressivi forces, against the Bourgeois classes, . . 

must be.globally conducted a'nd globally won. 
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Rwanda 
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lv/alaysia 
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Solomon Islands 

111ailunLI 
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.. : ·:: ./////?.;{:)}{'\/:\\?:: ··:\r:::\:::::}::::\:r1r1:::\tr:::1r:;:1:::i::r:= ·:=1/:;rt?fütttt: 

Source: The World 
p O 19 0 
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Sour.ce: The World ·Ban~, World Tables. ( 1989-90 Edi ti'?~) 
Baltimore and London.:;; ~10,r}i.;l·.;BëJ:nk',{..Jo.hrr.s..itkrpk~ns 
Unive~sity Press, 1990~ p.2~. ,. ~[ 
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-3.3 ; ,.· -2.7 
•7.4 .. -9.9 

-14.0 .. .~ : 
·-17.2 

•14.0 .2J..7 

-21.0 -20.3 
-9.9 -13.9 .... ' •2.7 -5.3 

: :,,; -14.S -17.6 
-6.2 ·-2.2 

p -11.9, ·135 
\f . -15.2 
' f'. -4.8 ·' -45 

,7,0 8.2 

· -25.4 · -47.8 

'' · 1.0 -1.2 

.9.5 

-27.1 
•1.7 

-17.4 
·30.5 
~14.6 
-37.3 
;u.9 

-16.9 
2.2 

·. ·.~ .75 
r· . -14.0 

~: .. :: -16.6 .. 

·2Ô.7 
:,,,· 

-4Ù 

-4.8 

.'. r· -37.9 

·11.1 · 
-33,4 

·14.2 
.3().6 

0.9 
-195 
-25.2 
·14.4 

. -35.4 

·11.S 
•17.5 
-16.9 

5.1 
-13.4 
-175 · 
-20.4 
·19.0 

•9.6 

·38.9 
-10.5 
-15.9 

>.'.•· 0.5 -7.0 

.// 1.S •2.4 

current Account Balance before O~ficial 
Transfers ( BaUrnce of Payments) i •. 

-9.2 -9.6 -7.2 -2.9 -21 -5.? -7,() -&.I SUB-SAJIARA.N ~RICA 
.J().9 -10.6 -8.6 -5.2 -6.0 .&,3 ·ll.O -Il.? F.u:luding Nigeria 

-26.4 -37.'r -105 -U.9 ·11.2 •9.9 -9.4 -9.9 Benin 

-365 ·21.6 -135 ·11.1 45 4.8 36.8 17.2 Botswana 

·19.0 -24.2 -21.4 -17.0 -17.8 -165 -15.8 -16.7 Burkina Faso 

·13.0 ·-17.7 -16.5 -165 -10.3 -11.3 -17.8 -14.9 Burundi 

.5,3 -4.S -0.7 25 3.9 ,5,6. -9.3 -6.8 Cameroon 
Cape Verde 

-11.2. -15.3 -16.4 -L~-1 -16.7 ·19.7 ·18.0 -16.2 Central African Republic · 

-3.3 -7.4 •U.9 ·10.1 ·24.0 ·32.0 -37.1 -275 Chad 

-26.3 -27.9 -59.7 -40,4 ·29.1 -32.6 Comoros 

.25.3 -16.7 -20.9 7.7 . · ·9.3 035.6 •13.3 Congo, People's Republic 
•' Côte d'Ivoire '/ 

-4.6 .7) -6.8 -8.0 -6.3 -6.7 -8.8 ·.9.2 Ethiopla 

9.7 7.8 1.9 25 -4.8 -31.8 -14.0 -18.9 Gabon 

-46.2 -25.2 .255 -1.2 --0.4 ·2.0 -16.7 -10.1 Gambia, The 

-12.0 -4.8 -6.1 -4.l -5.4 -2.9 -4.3 Ghana 

-48.0 -44.0 -47.3 -48.1 · -27.9 -355 -49.6 Guinca-Bissau 

-10.1 -5.6 •2.8 -4.0 -3.7 -2.6 -8.0 -6.3 1 Kenya-· 
.. 

·-34.3 -23.8 -24.9 •27.8 ·29.4 -28.2 -36.7 -31.6 Lesotho 

0.6 -8.0 ·20.3 -9.6 ;3.2 -7.5 -14.3 Liberia 

-16.9 -13.6. · -10.7 -11.1 -11.2 -9.4 •ll.6 -13.9 Madagascar 

-16.1 -13.5 -14.3 -2.0 -8.7 -3.9 -1.6 Malawi 
-17.4 -16.6 -18.8 · -19.3 -31.2 -23.4 -16.7 -18.0 Mali ,r 
-35.3 -49.4 -37.9 -29.9 -35.0 -36.6 -26.3 •17.9 Mauritania 

. -13.9 . -5.7 ·2,8 -<i.l -4.1 4.9 2.9 .3.4 Mauritius 
-20.3 -23.4 · ·222 -18.8 ·13.0 -13.9 -45.3 -58.4 Mozambique 
-17.6 -21.9 -11.2 -10.8 -19.2 -10.3 Niger 
-6.5 -7.8 -4.8 ·0.2 2.8 0.8 -0.3 -3.5 Nigeria 

-13.1 ·13.6, -10.7 -8.9 :10.3 -9.6 -11.8 -11.2 Rwanda 

•25.9 -17.4 -18.1 -17.7 , ~17.7 -1L9 -10.1 .9.4 Sencgal 
-20.7 -34.0 -27.4 -18.7 -195 -23.3 -17.3 •17.4 Seychelles 
·13.9. .15.4 .3.4 -4.4 -25 .9.5 -5.l -<i.5 Sierra Leone 
·28.0 -41.4 -385 -40.3 -33.0 -37.2 -45.2 .345 Somalia 

. -12.2 ·16.3 -11.4 -10.4 -8.4 -8.7 -5.1 -9.8 Sudan 
-28.l -34.2 -32.4 -31.2 -25.2 -7.9 0.5 f,9 Swaziland 

-4.7 ~7.6 -4.4 -5.3 -5.4 -8.1 -22.5 .2:p Tanzania 
-13.4 ·18:9 ·14.5 •7.0 -13.1 -16.0 -12.9 -9.0 Togo 

-8.6 .g:3 -4.9 1.7 -2.8 -1.0 -6.0 -6.8 Uganda 
-5.2 -5.7 -8.4 -5.1 -8.7 ·13.7 Za_ire 

r : -~:! -~::~ · -11.3 . ·.11.0 -8.1 -3.6 , -3.0 -1.0 -0.6 -0.9 Zimba.bwe 
-20.3 -15.3 -9.3 . -6.0 -17.9 -19.3 -8.2 -5.8 Zambia 

;'.'!; -;o ,, ;,, ·3.0 . -3.0 ·3.1 -2.2 -2.3 ·3.7 -3.2 -28 -3.3 SOUTH ASTA 

-7.3 . ·11.2 -10.0 · ·12.0 -9.1 ···~.B -8.2 -7.0 -5.5 . -5.8 Dnnglndesh 
-1.7 , -1.9 •l.8 -1.6 ·1.8 ·2,8 -2.6 ·2.5 -2.7 lndia. 
-4.9 . -4.4 . -5.1 -8.9 -7.1 -7.3 •7.6 -7.4 -6.1 Ncpal 
-3.7 -2.7 ' -3.6 -2.2 -5.4 -3.9 -4.4 Pakistan 

0.3 0.9 2.3 1.7 1.0' -3.8 -3.0 -0.1 ·1.0 China 
-5.0 ·16.0 -9.4 -8.1 -3.8 -4.0 -1.0 -15 --0.2 Fiji 
3.6. -0.9 -5.8 -7.9 -2.3 -2.3 -55 -3.3 -3.0 lndonesia 

.S.6 ' -6.8 -3.6 •2.0 -1.6 ·1.0 4.3 7.5 8.2 Korea, Republic of 
-1.3 •, -10.0 .13.5 ·11.7 -5.0 ' -2.1 -0.6 7.6 4.7 Maf;iysia 

.zz.a ·<· ·. -32.1 :31.~; ' ·26.7 .zq.s '16.4 ·12.6 •17.S ·10.!\ Papua New Guinea 
-5.8 -5.6 '..a.4 -8.6 -4.7 --0.7 2.5 •2.0 -1.8 Philippines 

•27.0 -34.1 -16.9 -17.0 -6.1 -22.8 -24.2 •27.2 -34.0 Salomon Islands 
-6.9 . -7.7 -3.2 -7.6 -5.4 -4..5 0.2 -1.0 -3.2 Thailand 

63 ' 
Source: The World Bank, World Tables (1989-90 Edition) 

Baltimore and London~ World Bank/Johns Hopkins 
University Press 1990 p.63. • 
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Table ·6i Percentage Growth of Merchandi Exports_ 

1 
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4.7, 12.0 14.0 5.6 Burkina Faso 8.8 · -11;1 -6.3 8.0 22.3 11.4 
· 40.3 -31.4 16.4 21.0 Burundi 30.4 15.4 -7.9 14.9 17.1 -20.0 

44.7 11.8 16.4 -13.1 Cameroon 22.8 -2.5, 18.1 12.8 9.8 -15.7 

-10.2 . 

151.0 
-5.3 
17.7 
22.2 
51.8 

,-5.6 

16.2 
-11.8 
. ,9.9 

3.8 
23.5 

0.2 
4.2 

48:9 
19.9 
52.5 

8.6 
: 1.0 
-8.5 

:}2.6 

21.2 
27.l 

· 10.6 
-22.5 
-50.4 
.32.6 

9.2 
20.1 
.3.5 

. ..0.7-
4.5 

21.9 
17.3 

1.9 

;u.s. 
-7.9 

.• 30.4 

-25.1 
-32.9 

2.9 
30.8 

·11.0 

-9.6 

6.0 
_-6.5 

3.3 
-5.1 

-17.2 
-0.8 

-i0.6 
41.6 
0.2 

-8.7 
7.6 

-21.l 
41.6 

-19.9 

-23.1 
.37.5 
-1.8 
-1.6 

• 23.3 
-31.l 
42.6 
-6.5 

-4.7 

19.1 
-5.9 
4.4 
6.2 • 

120.7 
-2.7 

-3.9 
. -27.3 

-10.6 
0.2 

.J.7 
11.7 
-7.1 
22.9 

-13.8 
-24.7 
-8.3 
28.1 
-1.3 

.15.5 
1.4 

-li.8 . 

5.6 

-2.0 
-10.6 

1.3 
0.1 
0.1 

-47.5 

-6.6 
0.7 

-4.0 
-4.1 
2.3 
3.9 

~9.6 
2.6 

-12.3 
.7.5 
19.4 
8.1 

35.6 
9.1 

-44.7 
21.6 

-4.0 

16.7 
20.5 

• -5.8 
3.3 

-4.3 
1.6 

0.1 
.-16.6 

6.3 
4.8 

25.8 
15A 
-9.7 
7.3 

-8.5 
16.5 
6.0 
2.9 

18.4 
8.0 

-40,5 

27.3 

24.5 

-6.0 
16.0 

·-17.8 
3.4 
6.8 

,24.B 

4.8 
-21.4 
. 1.9 

-17.6 
1.0· 

12.4 
23.4 
15.4 . 

-16.3 . 

16.4 
-11.6 
-10.7 
25.3 
3.1 

73.2 
1.5 

-2.3 

-7.3 
2.2 

. 10.6 
-22.7 

8.7 
48.1 

12.3 
-3.1 
-6.1 
-2.5 

·12.9 
15.8 
..(i.5 

29.3 

. 41.2 
-4.l· 
12.6 
24.1 
12.6 . 
5.1 

-0.8 
-8.2 

-13.6 

10.2 
2.5 
6.3 

..Q.9 
5.5 
6.0 

-5.0 
74.5 

-12.0 
16.7 
14.3 
-8.7 
25.3 
18.1 

21.8 
-9.8 
0.7 
3.3 
0.9 

-10.5 
-5.1 

-16.3 

-3.2 . 

-24.3 
7.0 
5.0. 

-9.0 
9.8 

6.6 
7.7 

-4.1 
-18.6 

-6.2 
16.6 
-8.9 
12.3 

-32.3 
11.5 

-13.4 
10.1 

34.6 
-18.3 
-42.2 

Cape Verde 
Central Afrlcan Republi<: 
Chad 
Comoros 
Congo, Peop!e's Republic 
Côte d'Ivoire 
Ethiopia 

_Gabon 
Gambia, The 

· 1 Ghanl) -·· 
Guinca-Blssau 
Kenya 
Lesotho 
Liberia 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mali 
Mauritania 
Maurilius· 
Mozambique 
Niger 
Nigeria 
Rwanda 
Scncgal 
Seychelles · 

Sierra Leone 1 
Somalia 
Sudan 

Swaziland 1 
2.3 19.3 -24.8 -8.0 -13.7 -19.2 18.0 8.0 7.2 Tanzania 

. 28.9 . -21.1 3.7 -14.0 -17.2 15.6 16.3 12.9 3.1. Togo 
-15.6 -15.2 35.7 10.1 -i.9 -8.9 -12.6 · 26.2 -2,0 Uganda l 
18.9 -4.3 ·16.9 -12.7 14.0 1.6 ·-7.2 3.9 -3.3 Zaïre 1 

1
'·'

11 9.5 · -10.2 · .. -9.7 9.7 ' o.o 0.6 · '-9.6 -13.l -1.1 -5.3 Zambia rr-· 17.4 1.7 . · 6.6 3.5 -16.8 4.9 6.3 14.3' -8.8 10.8 Zimbabwe · 1 

t{~::h: .. ::"/~t Af;\\ >::::::::., ·\:~;.\{:~ >2\.- t;)t~\.:::t:·::::::::::i~:..:::::::: ... : .. :::::::::~:;:x:::::::~;:;::::$::;;i:~:~:~:~:·:[;~:;:}i:~;~:[:~:~:~:~:~,):~:~:~:::j:~l:~=~=~::: .. -:r:~·.·i:::~:?~:fü:t~:~=~~:~~f:~:1:1:i:}:.if::·::~:~:~::·' · .·:.;..;:~:~:~.JH:itk..:t t.~:):i:i:~:1~:~:~:~:f:~:~:f.::,..::~J;,:.y#~~ff.,i 
l? 1,. &O . -f,3 . · -1.2 6.8 6.6 . 0.5 3.3 9.2 11.2 6._7 SOU11IASJA \ 

,lJ/:";,_",,.;.' 
fi( ·, 4.1 11.5 . 

~i\\;:: ~!~:; 
,,.· 23.2 · .12.3 . 
[i' •. · 4.0 ·-3.0 

fêt .. -~ 
l·ifff 21 
~t. 10.8 10.4 
tf·. 

.9.4 
-4.6 

. 29.5 
. 6.7 

6.8 

16.7. ' 
10.3 
-4.5 
19.4 
..0.3, 
--52 
7.1 

18.9 

1.7 
12.3 
.2.5 
-5.8 .. · 
3.6 

6.2. 
2.1 

-19.1 

28.7 
-3.1 

8.0. . 7.1 
4J.8 -13.5 
~3.1 16.4 .. 
7,0 15.0 

13.1' 15.6 

•7.7 3.1 
· •2.6 ·. -6.7. 

19.1 • · -10.3 

7.3 
1.8 

42.9 
-12.5 
20.3 

16.8 
26.4 
-1.6 

· 18.5 
12.7 

3.6 
2.0 

22.3 

7.5 • 

-2.0 
20.2 
14.2 
14.0 

10.5 

12.2 
-3.0 
·6.5 
4.~ 

13.7 
·3.6 

5.0 

75 

2.2 
7.7 

-19.7 
25.5 
-4.5 

13.6 
15.9 
15.9. 
16.6 
./l,7 

'14.1 
7.7 

10.9 

21.7 
14.3 
.0.4 
!!.5 
6.9 

12.1 
7.7 

-3.6 
25.3 
7.0 

· 12.4 
-1.3 

20.1 

6.6 
9.3 

22.4 
3.4 

.1.4 

11.9 
-23.2 

3.5 
u:9 
9.0 

. 15.2 
8.7 

21.1 

Bangladesh 
India 
Nepal 
Pall:islan 
Sri Ülnka 

China 
Fiji 
Indonesia 
Korea, Republic of 
Malaysia 
Papua New Oui11ea 
Philippines 
Solomon Islands 
Thailand 

The World Bank, World Tables (1989-90 Edition) 
aaltimore and Loridon: Wbrld Bank/Johns Hopkins 
University Rress. 19900 p~75. 
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.. Table A.2 GNP, population, GNP per capita; and growth of GNP per capita 

1989 GNI' 1989 1989 GNI' 
ÂVl'msc 1111111111/ sniwlh !l{ GNI' J'l'r rn11itn (pcrCl'III) '(l>illi,>11s of pop11/11/iu11 pcr cr1pità 

Co1mlry gro11p rlollars) (111il/io11s). (dollars) 1965-7.1, 1973-SO 1980-89 1988 1989 1990" 

Lo"'- and rniddle-income 
~, . ~ econornies 3,232 ,1,053 800 4.2 2.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 0.0 

Low-income economies 981 2,948 330 2.4 2.1 4.1 3.4 3.3 3.2 
Middle-incarne economics 2,253 1,105 2,lMO 5.2 2.3 0.5 0.6 0.6 -1.1 

Sev_crely' indebted middle- . ,, incarne economies 958 554 1,720 4.8 2.9 -0.3 -0.7 -1.3 -3.4 

Sub-Saharan Africa 162 480 340 1.7 0.6 -1.2 -3.1 0.0 
East Asia 841 :1,552. 540 5.2 4.7 6.3 9.5 2.2 6.4 
South Asia 367 1,131 320 1.2 1.9 2.9 6.7 0.0 3.1 

· Europe, Middle East, and 
'North Africa· · · 944 .433 2,180 1.8 0.4 0.0 -0.5 

Latin America and the Ca'ribbean 823 421 1,950 4.7 2.3 -0.5 .. -1.7 -1.2 -2.4 

High-incorne economics 15,230 831 18,330 3:7 2.3 2:3 3.7" 2.7 2.1 
OECD members 14,748 773 19,090 3.8 2.3 2.4. 3.7 2.8 2.1 

Other econornies 323 

World 20,736 5,2()6 3,980 2.8 1.5 1.2 2.4 1.5 1.7 
Oil exporters ·'-. 

(cxcluding USSR) 478 553 6.0 1.0 -2.5 -2.1 -1.1 

a. Prclimin,uy datn. 
..-.;, 

..... ~. f 

Table A.3 Composition of GDP 
(billio11s of dollars) 

Co1111tn; gro11p n11d i11dicntor 1965 1973 1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990" 

Low- and 111idd/e-i11c0111e enmo111ies 
GDP 389 867 2,430 2,550 2,655 2,745 3,030. 3,303 3,476 

Total consumption 309 660 1,807 . 1,938 2,024 2,051 2,237 2,451 
Gross don~estic investment · HO 201 657 · 60-1 653 679 781 859 
Net exports () 6 -34 8 -22' 16 12 -6 

Low-i11co111é eco110111ics 
GDP 1(,9 315 790 828 793 821 931 996 974 
Total consumption 138 241 588 632 602 605 683 736 

' Gross dom~stic investment 32 71 202 223 220 234 272 283 
· Net exports .7.l 3 0 728 -29 -17 -25 -23 

J 
Middle-i11co111c eco110111ies 

GDP 215 549 U40 1,722 1,862 1,924 2,099 2,308 
Total consumption 167 415 1,218 1,304 1,424 1,448 1,555 1,716 
Gross dornestic investment. 46 129 456 380 432 445 509 576 
Net exflorts 2 5 -34 37 6 31 36 16 

Sevùely indebted middle-income ecomm1ies 
GDP 114 290 810 788 810 850 962 1,091 1,210 
Total consumption · 89 228 624 606 643 656 733 842 
Gross domestic investment 24 61 205 151 155 178 210 226 
Net exports 1 0 -19 30 12 16 19 23 

Si1b-Saliara1iAfrica 
GDP . ' 31 69 225 198 168. 151 164 171 -180 
. .Total consumption : 26 55 177 ]72 148. 129 143 146 152 
·Gross domesti,c investmcnt ,1 12 4.5 2<1 25 2ol. 26 26 28 
· Net exports 0 1 3 1 -5 -2 -4 . -1 :o 

East Asia 
GDP 91 206 547 .589 585 644 780 895 892 
Total consumption 70 '148 379 406 395 416 504. 588 
Gross domestic investment 20 56 166 191 189 212 -262 307 
Net exports 1 2 1 -9 1 16 14 1 

182 Soürce: The World Bank, 1/•/orld • Develo2ment Report 1991 
(Washington, D oC ~: 1:Jorld Bank 1991) p .. 1820 
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Table A.6 GDP and growth rates 

1989 GDP Avmlsc n111111nl grawlh of GDP (pacc111) 
(/1illi1111s of 

Co1111try gro11p ,loi/ars) 1965-73 1973-80 1980-89 1987 1988 1989 1990" 

.· ,: ... ' Low- and middle-income economies 3,303 6.5 4.7 3.8 3.8 4.3 2.9 2.3 
Low-income cco11omies · 996 5.3 4.5 6.2 5.9 8.1 4.1 4.5 

Middle-income economies 2,308 7.0 4.7_ 2.9 2.9 2.7 2.4 1.1 
ScvcrC?ly indl!bted middlc-

incarne economies 1,091 6.4 5.2 1.9 2.8 1.3 1.3 -1.6 

• Sub-Saharan Africa 171 4.8 3.2 2.1 0.2 2.9 2.9 1.5 
East Asia 895 8.1 6.6 7.9 8.9- 9.7 5.5 6.7 
South Asia 351 3.6 4.2 5.1 4.3 8.2 4.5 4.2 
Europe, Middle East, and North Africa 828 7.7 3.9 2.9 1.2 2.1 1.5 -0.8 
Latin ,America and the Caribbean 964 6.5 5.0 1.6 3.1 0.5 1.3 -0.7 

High-income economies 15,021. 4.8 3.1° 3.0 3.5 4.4 3.4 2.6 
OECD membcrs -14,537 4.7 3.0 3.0 3.4 4.4 3.3 2.6 

Other economies 

- World 20,443 5.0 3.3 3.1 3.5 4.4 3,3 2.5 
Oil cxpor\ers (excluding USSR) 8.3 3.7 0.8 -0.3 2.5 2.2 

a_. Preliminary data.. ,, 
' ' 

Table A.7 Structure of production ··~ ,~. 
(perw1tnsc of GDP) '! 

. 1965 1973 1980 1985 
i 

1987 1988 1989° 

A.~ri- t\:,!rÏ· Agti- Asri- Agri- Agri- Agri-
~ 

' cul- --I11d11s- rnl- Jmf11s- wl- J11d11s- cul- /11d11s- cul- J11d11s- rnl- /111/us- cul- I11d11s-
Co,mli-y S~""I' /11n• try /11re try /11rc tn; /11rc try turc /ry turc try /11rc try 

Low- and middle-incomé 
_economies 31 31 24· 34 19 38 19 36 18 36 18 36 19 38 

Low-income economics 44 28 38 32 33 37 33 33 31 33 31 34 32 37 
tvliddle-income economies 19 34 15 35 12 39 12 37 13 37 12 37 12 - 36 

Seve1'ely i11dcbtcd middlc-
income economics 17 33 J.I 33 11 37 11 36 11 36 11 36 

Sub-Saharan Africa 41 20 31 2,5 28 32 - 33 26 30 25 31 24 32 27 
East Asia 42 35 35 40 - 29 44 27 41 25 42 24 43 24 44 
South Asia 44 21 43 19 35 22 31 24 29 24 30 23 32 26 
Eufope, Middle East, and 

North Africa ~ H, 13 41 14 37 15 37 15 35 15 
Latin America and thl! 

Caribbean 16 _ 33 '12 -33 10 37 10 37 10 37 10 37 

High-income economies 5 42 4 37 3 37 3 34 3- 31 
. OECD members 5 . 43 4 37 3 36 3 ·34 3 31 

Other economies· 

World - 10 - 40 8 37 7 37 6 35 5 32 
_ Oil exporters (excluding _ 

USSR) 13 48 10 54 14 38 13 35 14 35 14 35 

- a. Prcliminary data. 

- ' · · - · Source: The ~orld. Bank,-World Develoement Report 1991 
·(Washington, DoCœ: World·Bank 1991) p" 1'86" 
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ltrd11.~1 ,~, Scniiccs Ag ricu lt II re 

Co1111try gro11p 1965-73 1973-80 . l980-S9 1965-73 1973-80 198/J-89 1965-73 1973-80 1980-·89 

Low- and middle0 income.economics 
Low-income economies 
Middle-income ecqnomics 

Scverely indebted middle-
income economies 

.Sub-Saharan Africa 
East Asia 
South Asia 
Europe, Middle East, and North 

Africa 
Latin America and the Caribbean 

High-income economies 
OECD membcrs 

Other economics 

World 
Oil exporters (excluding USSR) 

3.1 
2.9 
3.3 

2.8 

2.4 . 

3.2 
3.1 

2.8 

2.4 
4.1 

Table A.9 Growth of export volume 
(average mm11al pcrcc11tagc c/ia11gc) 

Co,1111.nJ a11d co111111odil!Î gro1111 

Law- and 111idcl/e-i11co111c ecommrics 
. Primary goods 
· Food 

· Fuels 
Nonfood primary 

Metals and minerais 
Manufactures 

Low-i11co111c CCOIIOIIIÎCS 

Primnry gonds 
Food 
Fuels. 
Non~od primriry ':: .... 

Metnls and minerais··,_.· 
· Manufactures 

Midcllc-i11co111e eco110111frs 
Primary goods 

Food 1 

Fuels 
Nonfood primary 

Metals and minerais 
Manufactures 

. . 
Severely i11clel,tcd 111irldlc-i11co111e. 

·CCOIIOIIIÎeS 

l'rii11ary goods 
Manuf,1ctures 

S11b-S~/111r1111 Af rien 
. Primary' goods 

Manufactures 

East Asia 
Primary goods 
Manufactures 

5011/Jr Asia 
Primary goods 
Manufactures 

2.5 3.3 
2.1 4.0 
3.o· 2.c, 

3.2 . 2.1 

1.1 2.0 
2.5 5.2 
·2.2 2.9 

2.9 
3.3 l. 9 

-2.3 
-2.5 

0.2 
2.7 

1965-73 

5.1 
4.0 
2.5· 
5.3 
2.4 
5.4 

10.9 

10.4 
12.7 
0.6 

23.6 
6.4 

: 6.6 

3.9 
2.1 
3.0 
1.8 
1.3 
5.0 

14.7 

0.6 
-l.4 
15.6 

14.2 
14.7 
5.8 

10.6 
8.4· 

28.3 

-0.2 
-1.9 
·1.1 

1.S 
1.3 

2.6 
5.4 

8.3 
8.8 
8.1 

7.4 

10.4 
12.4 

3.9 

7.5 

10.9 
10.9 

10.6 
9.8 

1973-80 

3.5 
1.2 
4.9 

· -0.8 
3.1 
7.3 

13.0 . 

3.5 
1.4 
3.9 

-0.:1 
2.6 
5.6 

10.3 

3.5 
1.2 
5.3 '

-1.2 
3.2 
8.1 

13.9 

2.8 
0.9 · 

10.9 

-0.2 
-0.8 
9.7 

9.4 
5.0 . 

17.1 

4.5 
2.1 
6.3 

4. 9 4.5 7.3 6.4 
6.6 8.6 5.8 5.5 
4.4 3.0 7.7 6.6 

·5.9 

4.3 
9.4 
5:5 

·5,4 

1.9 
1.7 

2.3 
1.,1 

1980-87 

4.6 

2.8 
3..! 
UI 
0.3 
1.3 
7.0 

4.2 
0.8 
3.7 

-0.5 
-0.3 
-1.(\ 

10.2 

4.7 
3.6 
3.3 
2.9 
0.6 
2.2 
6.0 

3.6 
. 2.5 

7.4 

.:1.3 
-2.0 

2.4 

9.6 
4.6 

'13.8 

5.4 
3.7 . 
6.2 

1.5 

0.7 
10.4 
6.7 

3.1 
1.6 

2.1 
2.2 

·2.4 
-1.1 

1987 

10.9 
4.1 

11.6 
-4.2 
-3.1 

8.6 
20.4 

· 7.7 
-3.2 

7.1 
-7.0 

-10.0 
10.7 
21.6. 

11.9 
6-.7 

13.1 
-2.9 
-0.5 
8.1 

20.0 

8.2 
4.1 

20.7 

6.0 
2.4 

28.4 

13.2 
-3.3 
25,0 

12.0 
-5.3 
22.8 

7.3 

3.4 
. 9.8 
'4.0 

7.5 

12.6 
12.6 

1.2.1 
7.9 

, 

1988 

9.8 
4.1 

-5.1 
7.2 
8.6 

-0.4 
14:7 

9.1 
0.1 

-3.3 
6.3 

:..4,9 
-5.7 
18.9 

10.0 
5.6 

-5.6 
7.7 

13.7 
1.1 

. 13.2 

12.1 

23.9 

2,7 
4.4 

-9.2 

·11.4 
-0.B 
18.2 

!,,'!, 

-2:2 
lU 

5.9 

4.2 
7.2 
5.3 

5.8 

0.7 
0.6 

1.2 
9.8. 

1989 

4.9 
2.7 

2.4 

6.0 
5.1 

8.6 

4.5 
1.9 

-0.6 
.-1.4 
-4.9 

0.9 

6.3 

O.ï 

'llY:6 

Source: The World Bank, World Devèlopment Report 1991 
(Washi~gton, D~Co: World BanK t99t) p. 187. 

3.5 
6.2 
2.8· 

1.9 

2.3 
7.7 
6.3 

2.7 
1.6 

3.1 
3.1 

:'·}1 

',;_ .. ,.. ! 

···.; .. 

\N 

3.2 -(:-·: 
1.9 

.':·,. ï . 

1S7 
.., ~': '!, J 
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· Sou rc:e.:c 

Table 1 ..,;.. Types or Arrica~ Political Syste~s 

ESTABLISHED EMERGING '' . 
DEMOCRACIES · ·oEMOCRACIES' 

Botswa.ia 
Gambia 
Mauritius 
Namibia 
Se ne gal 

·Benin 
Cape Verde 
Sâo Tomé & 

Principe 

'• '•' 

DIRECTED 
DEMOCRACIES" 

Egypr. 
Morocco 
Zimbabwe 

REGl~lES 11' TRA:,;srno:,; - DE~IOCRATIC COM~IIHJE:,.:T·. 

Congo 
Ccite d'Ivoire 
Gabon 
Niteria 
Za~1bia 

· An~ola 
Bu;kina Faso 
Guinca-Bissau 

• Mali 
J\lo,amhi.que 
Ni!!cr 

• R·,~andü 
Sierra Leone 
South ,\rric:i 
T,J~l1 
Tu;1;.\ia 
U2,anda 

Ambicuous 

Alecria 
Bu'nindi 
Camcroon 
Central African 

Republic 
Clw<I 
Cornoros Island~ 
Ghana 
CÏUÎlll'.~I 

Ktnva 
_L.,,ci11io 
~1:idi.1!!:l~car 

. ~foudwnia 
.Tanz:111i:i 
·z:1in.• 

• "i'\:11ions in the· proccs!'. of imai1u1iom1lizing. dcmocr.iry . 

co:-.:TESTEO 
SOVEREIG:STY 

Ethiopia · 
Liheria 
Somalia 
Western Sahara 

AUTHORITARIAN 

Djiht1uti 
Equatorial Guinca 
Libva 
?llaia\\ i 
Sudan 
Swaziland 

.. Sy:-.11.·m:- in which fom1al '1n!-lÎlulion!\ and pral'tÎl'L'!-1 or c:omai1u1ion:.i.l demotrai.':' :m:- pn:,1..'nl. 
hot in whkh 1la.· l'\11.:n,h·l· pnwn, of lhl· nilin~ L'lilt' !imit .P\'litic.il p~mit'ip~Him1. 

Sourc·c: ,\fi'ÎctJ IN1111•J. (]Illy 19<11). puhlishc,r hy th,· African Govemancc Proi;ran> of the 
Carti:r Ct::1111..'r of Emory U11ivcr:,;i1y. . · 

The Kenyan, scholar Pel~r Anyang· Nyong'o captured the 
t\1·oco111ras1ing perspectives on llie dënwcratic niovement in Africa when 

./hc obsef\'ed that the 1110\·cmcnt appcar, "homcg.rown froni the point of 
vicw of its ·advoca1cs ·and forcign-imposed from the poinl of view of the 
defenders of the single-party regimc.": lndccd. complaints about the 

· impt>sitièiri of cxl.crnal modcls of dèmocr:1cy on Africa now seem to 
corne maii1ly from· cithcr offici:tls :ind apologists of the embattled 
rcgimcs or unswcrving icfeologues. J\lost ad,·oca1cs of democracy, on the 
ot!icr hand, are pleased 11la1 foreign g0,·ernments and inrerna1ional 
agcncies :1re al last supp'onirfg the strugglc for politi,al pluralism and 
wi1hdrawing. thcir support ,from auwcrals and dicta1ors. · · 

Althiugh the den1oèralic lll(l\'ClllCnt in Africa firsl hursr into the 
headlines in 1990. it is not exac1Jy ncw. nor js· il merely an echo of 
cvents elscwherè in the world;' Students of Africa can trace the roo1s of 
ils democrntic movemcnts 10 individuals and organiza1ions thal have becn 

.. 

The Richard Joseph, 'Africa: 
Freedom' in Journal of Democracy 

Rebirth of 
Vol.. 2 o 

Poliï:ic2.l 
Noe4 Fall 

1991. p .. 12° 
.•.• ~.~ ~·······-. --~-•• ~ ...... ;q -~,,··--~---··-~-·----"---
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